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INSPITE OF COVID.......
The last few months have witnessed a new normal, a
changed world order where tradition as we know it has
dramatically come to an end. Time as we know it is now
defined by many as pre and post COVID-19. This is a new
dawn where, according to pundits, impossible is possible, and
possible has become impossible.

Dr. Nicholas K. Letting’, PhD
Editor Honoraris

That COVID 19 has brought a fundamental shift in the way we do
things is not in doubt. We are gradually getting used to temperature
checks, social distancing, regular washing of hands among other
protocols that the Government has introduced. Simply put, the normal,
ordinary life that we have known for so long might have actually changed,
perhaps forever.

However, our lives have to continue, albeit in the new, changed environment.
This is in appreciation of the fact that, although COVID-19 has affected a greater
part of our way of life, its impact is not coming to an end soon, and we need to
live within the new normal. It is with this spirit that we shed light in this edition of
the Kasneb Newsline on topical issues of interest covering a wide range of topics of
relevance to our diverse readership.
The leading article focuses on transfer pricing, a concept in taxation that is still not well
understood by many. The writer adopts a simple but structured approach to introduce the
concept to our readers, buttressing his explanations with a number of clear illustrations based
on practical scenarios. Noting the need for a robust framework to address transfer pricing
challenges, the writer points out that a country with a strong legal structure to address possible
tax loopholes between related parties is poised to record significant tax revenue growth which is
essential to financing development expenditure.
The second article explores the subject of career goals. The writer sheds light on what should be considered
as short term and long term career goals. Noting that most career entrants are not clear on their long term
professional aspirations, the writer goes further to highlight the key steps in the preparation of a personal
profile, including identifying one’s strengths and weaknesses, development of strategic career alternatives,
implementation of the career plan and monitoring of progress.
The third article is based on the topic of national income accounting. The writer explores the topic from various
angles, including why each country requires to compile national income statistics, the various approaches to
national income accounting and the challenges in using national income statistics to measure societal welfare. To
further drive the point home, the writer uses a number of practical illustrations with typical macro-economic
variables commonly featured in most countries’ national income computations.
This edition also features other topics of interest to our wide readership base, including on quality planning
for audit of financial statements and how to inculcate team work in a modern organisation. In addition,
we have featured the list of prize winners for both the May 2019 and November 2019 sittings.
Finally, we urge all our readers to continue observing the Government’s protocols with regard to
control, management and prevention of the spread of COVID-19. We are optimistic that, with
the measures in place, it will be possible to administer an examination sitting in November/
December 2020.
Enjoy your reading.
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TRANSFER PRICING IN KENYA
CPA Faustin Mwongela Mwinzi, Deputy Director,

Tax rates are as follows:

School of Professional Programs, KCA University.

HOW TRANSFER PRICING WORKS:
UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS

United States

Kenya

Income tax rate

21%

30%

Import Duty

10%

Withholding tax

10%

*import duty is deductible for income tax purposes.

H

ead office, parent company, divisions, branches or
subsidiaries of a firm trading amongst themselves
will invariably set the prices at which goods and services
will be exchanged. The prices need not be the same as
the prevailing market prices since they are all members
of the same group. Again transactions of that nature
could exclusively be for such groups. For instance, a
patent could be meant only for companies within the
group so no open market price would exist.
The liberty of negotiating prices amongst members of the
group creates a huge lacuna for tax evasion which is the
most intricate to unearth. For the sake of illustration, let
us consider a US Multinational Necta-US with a wholly
owned subsidiary Ken-Necta based in Kenya. Ken-Necta
produces honey in its farms at a cost of $2 per Kilo
exclusively meant for export to Necta-US at $6 a Kilo.
Necta-US sells the product in the US local market at $12.

(Ignore

other

costs

involved

in

the

export)

*Subsidiary repatriates all profits as dividend

The price $2, the farming cost and $12 selling price
are fixed but $6 is an intra group price so it can be
manipulated. Assume the group marks it at $3 this would
be the scenario. Assume all other factors constant.
Arm’s Length
Price
Sales
Purchases/production cost

Negotiated
Price

12

6

12

3

6

2

3

2

import duty

0.6

Taxable income

5.4

4

8.7

1

Tax @ applicable rates

1.134

1.2

1.827

0.3

Profits after tax=dividend

4.266

2.8

6.873

0.7

0.28

WHT on Dividend
Total Tax
Global Tax

0.3

1.734

1.48
3.214

0.07
2.127

0.37
2.497

Through the above trickery, Kenya would be losing a tax
of $ 1.11 (1.48 - 0.37) per unit.
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TRANSFER PRICING RULES IN
KENYA
Section 18(3) of the income tax act CAP 470 creates the
legal basis for dealing with transfer pricing in Kenya.
According to the subsection:
“Where a non-resident person carries on business
with a related resident person and the course of
such business is such that it produces to the resident
person or through its permanent establishment either
no profits or less than the ordinary profits which
might be expected to accrue from that business
if there had been no such relationship, then the
gains or profits of such resident person or through
its permanent establishment from such business
shall be deemed to be of such an amount as might
have been expected to accrue if the course of that
business had been conducted by independent
persons dealing at arm’s length”.
KRA relied on this legislation until they had a day out in
court with Unilever. In the aforesaid case, Unilever Kenya
Ltd. and Unilever Uganda Ltd. had entered into a contract
dated August 28, 1995 whereby the Kenyan unit was to
manufacture on behalf of Unilever Uganda and supply
to it such products as it required in accordance with the
orders issued. These goods had been marked up by only
5% between the two companies leading to loss to the
Kenyan Company. KRA was of the opinion that the above

transactions were meant to avoid tax in line with Section
23 of the act and further that Organisation for Economic
Development and Corporation (OECD) Guidelines could
not be applied in Kenya (in violation of transfer pricing
rules). The long protracted court battle led to a landmark
ruling that “due to the absence of Kenyan transfer pricing
legislation, a multinational could not be faulted for using
its own recognised transfer pricing principles”. This
ruling shaped the Transfer Pricing Rules 2006 which
were enacted a couple of months later.
The Transfer Pricing Rules 2006 applicable in Kenya are
adopted from the OECD guidelines which are applicable
in many countries. The rules were created to:
(a) provide guidelines to be applied by related
enterprises, in determining the arm’s length prices
of goods and service in transactions involving them,
and
(b) provide administrative regulations, including the
types of records and documentation to be submitted
to the Commissioner by a person involved in transfer
pricing arrangements.

SCOPE OF THE RULES
(a) Transactions between associated enterprises within
a multinational company, where one enterprise is
located in, and is subject to tax in,
Kenya, and the other is located
outside Kenya;
(b) transactions between a permanent
establishment and its head office
or other related branches, in which
case the permanent establishment
shall be treated as a distinct and
separate enterprise from its head
office and related branches.

TRANSACTIONS SUBJECT TO
TP RULES
(a) The sale or purchase of goods;
(b) The sale, purchase or lease of
tangible assets;
(c) The transfer, purchase or use of
intangible assets;
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(d) The provision of services;
(e) The lending or borrowing of money; and
(f) Any other transactions which may affect the profit
or loss of the enterprise involved.

THE ARMS LENGTH PRINCIPLE
When independent enterprises transact with each
other, the conditions of their commercial and financial
relations (e.g. the price of goods transferred or services
provided and the conditions of the transfer or provision)
ordinarily are determined by market forces. When
associated enterprises transact with each other, their
commercial and financial relations may not be directly
affected by external market forces in the same way,
although associated enterprises often seek to replicate
the dynamics of market forces in their transactions with
each other.
Tax administrations should not automatically assume that
associated enterprises have sought to manipulate their
profits. There may be a genuine difficulty in accurately
determining a market price in the absence of market
forces or when adopting a particular commercial strategy.
It is important to bear in mind that the need to make
adjustments to approximate arm’s length conditions
arises irrespective of any contractual obligation
undertaken by the parties to pay a particular price or of
any intention of the parties to minimise tax.
When transfer pricing does not reflect market forces
and the arm’s length principle, the tax liabilities of the
associated enterprises and the tax revenues of the host
countries could be distorted. Therefore, OECD member

countries have agreed that for tax purposes the profits of
associated enterprises may be adjusted as necessary
to correct any such distortions and thereby ensure that
the arm’s length principle is satisfied. OECD member
countries consider that an appropriate adjustment
is achieved by establishing the conditions of the
commercial and financial relations that they would expect
to find between independent enterprises in comparable
transactions under comparable circumstances.

STATEMENT OF THE ARM’S LENGTH
PRINCIPLE
[Where] conditions are made or imposed between
the two [associated] enterprises in their commercial or
financial relations which differ from those which would be
made between independent enterprises, then any profits
which would, but for those conditions, have accrued to
one of the enterprises, but, by reason of those conditions,
have not so accrued, may be included in the profits of
that enterprise and taxed accordingly.

COMPARABILITY FACTORS
“Comparability analysis” is at the heart of the application
of the arm’s length principle. Application of the arm’s
length principle is based on a comparison of the
conditions in a controlled transaction with the conditions
that would have been made had the parties been
independent and undertaking a comparable transaction
under comparable circumstances.
The economically relevant characteristics or comparability
factors that need to be identified in the commercial
or financial relations between associated
enterprises are broadly categorised as follows:
(i)

The contractual terms of the
transaction - The controlled
transactions may have been
formalised in written contracts
which may reflect the intention of the
parties at the time the contract was
concluded in relation to aspects
of the transaction covered by the
contract, including in typical cases
the division of responsibilities,
obligations and rights, assumption
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of identified risks, and pricing arrangements.
Where a transaction has been formaliSed by
the associated enterprises through written
contractual agreements, those agreements
provide the starting point for delineating
the transaction between them and how
the responsibilities, risks, and anticipated
outcomes arising from their interaction were
intended to be divided at the time of entering
into the contract.
(ii) Functional analysis - The functions performed
by each of the parties to the transaction, taking
into account assets used and risks assumed,
including how those functions relate to the
wider generation of value by the MNE group to
which the parties belong, the circumstances
surrounding the transaction, and industry
practices. The analysis focuses on what the
parties actually do and the capabilities they
provide. Such activities and capabilities will
include decision-making, including decisions
about business strategy and risks
(iii) The characteristics of property transferred
or services provided - Differences in
the specific characteristics of property or
services often account, at least in part, for
differences in their value in the open market.
Therefore, comparisons of these features may
be useful in delineating the transaction and in
determining the comparability of controlled
and uncontrolled transactions. Characteristics
that may be important to consider include the
following: in the case of transfers of tangible
property, the physical features of the property,
its quality and reliability, and the availability
and volume of supply; in the case of the
provision of services, the nature and extent
of the services; and in the case of intangible
property, the form of transaction (e.g.
licensing or sale), the type of property (e.g.
patent, trademark, or know-how), the duration
and degree of protection, and the anticipated
benefits from the use of the property
(iv) The economic circumstances of the parties
and of the market in which the parties
operate - Economic circumstances that may be
relevant to determining market comparability
include the geographic location; the size of
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the markets; the extent of competition in the
markets and the relative competitive positions
of the buyers and sellers; the availability (risk
thereof) of substitute goods and services; the
levels of supply and demand in the market as
a whole and in particular regions, if relevant;
consumer purchasing power; the nature and
extent of government regulation of the market;
costs of production, including the costs of
land, labour, and capital; transport costs; the
level of the market (e.g. retail or wholesale);
the date and time of transactions; and so forth.
(v) The business strategies pursued by the
parties - Business strategies would take
into account many aspects of an enterprise,
such as innovation and new product
development, degree of diversification, risk
aversion, assessment of political changes,
input of existing and planned labour laws,
duration of arrangements, and other factors
bearing upon the daily conduct of business.
Business strategies also could include market
penetration schemes. A taxpayer seeking to
penetrate a market or to increase its market
share might temporarily charge a price for its
product that is lower than the price charged
for otherwise comparable products in the
same market.

SELECTION OF TRANSFER PRICING
METHOD
“Traditional transaction methods” and “transactional
profit methods” that can be used to establish whether
the conditions imposed in the commercial or financial
relations between associated enterprises are consistent
with the arm’s length principle.
Traditional transaction methods are:
(i)

the comparable uncontrolled price method or
CUP method,
(ii) the resale price method, and
(iii) the cost plus method.
Transactional profit methods are:
(i) the transactional net margin method and
(ii) The transactional profit split method.

TRANSFER PRICING

In addition to the five methods above, the law provides
for such other method as may be prescribed by the
Commissioner from time to time, where in his opinion and
in view of the nature of the transactions, the arm’s length
price cannot be determined using any of the methods
contained in these guidelines.
The selection of a transfer pricing method always aims
at finding the most appropriate method for a particular
case. For this purpose, the selection process should take
account of the respective strengths and weaknesses of
the OECD recognised methods; the appropriateness
of the method considered in view of the nature of the
controlled transaction, determined in particular through a
functional analysis; the availability of reliable information
(in particular on uncontrolled comparable) needed
to apply the selected method and/or other methods;
and the degree of comparability between controlled
and uncontrolled transactions, including the reliability
of comparability adjustments that may be needed to
eliminate material differences between them. No one
method is suitable in every possible situation, nor is
it necessary to prove that a particular method is not
suitable under the circumstances.

CUP requires a very high degree of comparability
in products or services.
Illustration
Associate Tea (K) Ltd produces and sell tea to its
parent company, Global Tea Inc. at Sh. 85 per Kilo.
Associate Tea sells its surplus in the tea auction at
Shs.100 per Kilo. In the same market their competitor
sells similar type of tea of the quality and quantity
at the same stage of production and under similar
conditions at Sh. 85 still to the Tea auction.
Transfer price will be determined as shown in Diagram
1 below.
For purposes of taxation a comparable uncontrolled
price of Sh. 100 shall be considered.
The following factors will be considered in determining
whether uncontrolled transaction is comparable.

TRADITIONAL TRANSACTION METHODS
i)

Comparable uncontrolled price method (CUP)
Transfer price in a controlled transaction is compared
with the prices in an uncontrolled transaction and
accurate adjustments made to eliminate material
price differences.

ii)

•

Quality of the product

•

Contractual terms

•

Geographic market in which the transaction
takes place

•

Date of the transaction

•

Intangible property associated with the sale

Resale price Method
In a resale price method, the resale price margin (i.e.
the gross margin) that the reseller earns from the

Diagram 1
Comparable
uncontrolled price

Tea Auction
Sh. 100 (Internal CUP)

Tea Auction

Comparable
uncontrolled price

Associated Tea
(K) Ltd

Controlled transaction

Global Tea (inc)
Sh. 85 - Intra group price

Competitor Ltd.

Sh. 100 (External CUP)
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controlled transaction is compared with the gross
margin from comparable uncontrolled transactions.

asset or assume unusual risks. Manufacturing is
usually a routine function especially where the
person does not add substantial value or use
intangibles.

Illustration
Ujenzi (K) Ltd the sole distributor of High density
steel bars (HDS) in Kenya receives steel bars from
the producer Steelsmith (UK) at undisclosed price.
The bars are then sold in the local market at Sh.10,
000 a unit. Gross profit margin of 40% is realised on
other Steel bars of the same structural properties.
The transfer price will be determined as follows.
Selling price (arm’s length )

10,000

Resale Margin (40%)

(4,000)

Cost of goods (Transfer price)

6000

Illustration
Malcom (K) Ltd produces and sells Gypsum boards
to its associate in South Sudan at undisclosed price.
It has been established that its raw materials cost
Sh. 3000 for every board produced while labor
and fabrication costs Sh. 2000 a unit. Marketing
and distribution costs amount to Sh. 500 a unit. Its
competitors make a mark-up of 30%. The transfer
price will be determined as follows:

Note: the firm may indicate that the bars
were acquired at a very high price and declare a
loss
iii)

Sh.
Cost of materials

3000

Other manufacturing costs

2000

Cost price method

Total Manufacturing costs

5000

This method is most appropriate when there are
no comparable uncontrolled sales and the related
buyer does not add substantial value or offer routine
services on the goods it purchases. The method
begins with costs incurred by a manufacturer
on goods eventually sold to an associate. An
appropriate mark-up is added to the costs which
is determined based on the rate earned by suppliers
in comparable uncontrolled transactions. The cost
plus method considers direct and indirect costs
but excludes operating expenses (overheads). This
method is useful where the goods or services sold by
the manufacturer do not contribute to any intangible

Mark-up on costs @30%

1500

Transfer price

6500

Overheads (mkt &Distr)

(500)

Profit

1000

Transactional profit methods
iv)

The Transaction Net Margin Method
The TNMM looks at the net profit margin relative to
an appropriate base (e.g. costs, sales, assets) that
a taxpayer makes from a controlled transaction. The
method tests the profitability of the related party
against the profitability of “comparable” third parties
engaged in similar business activities relative to an

Diagram 2
Controlled transaction
Parent Ltd.

Uncontrolled transaction
Associate Ltd.

Independent Ltd.
Internal comparable

Transfer price

TNMM calculates transfer price
based on internal comparable
or external comparable
Uncontrolled transaction
Competitor Ltd.

Independent Ltd.
External comparable

8
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appropriate base. Profits are compared using profit
level indicators (PLIs) which could be operating
profit to sales or operating profit to total costs or
operating profits to assets.
The arm’s length net profit indicator of the taxpayer
from the controlled transaction(s) may be determined
by reference to the net profit indicator that the
same taxpayer earns in comparable uncontrolled
transactions (internal comparable’s), or by reference
to the net profit indicator earned in comparable
transactions by an independent enterprise (external
comparables) (See Diagram 2 on previous page).
Associate Ltd manufacturers a drug exclusively
exported to Parent Ltd. Manufacturing cost amount
to Sh. 600 while operating expenses amount to
Sh. 300. Such a drug is produced and sold by
Competitor Ltd at a net profit margin of 10%. What
would be the most appropriate transfer price.
Net profit = 10% (uncontrolled comparable)
Total expenses = Sh.900 (600+300) which is = 90%
Sales = 100% which is Sh.1000
Transfer price = Sh.1000
The TNMM is a “one-sided” method. The ‘tested
party’ is the least complex of the related parties,
i.e. performs less functions, has no intangibles, etc.
This method is applied where:
•

There are several varied transactions

• Data for traditional transactional methods is
limited (uses operating profits)
v)

Profit split method (PSM)
The transactional profit split method splits the
combined profits between the associated enterprises
on an economically valid basis that approximates the
division of profits that would have been anticipated
between independent enterprises. This method
is most appropriate in case of interconnected
transactions, unique and valuable intangibles.

There are two types of PSMs:
Contribution analysis: the total profits from the controlled
transaction(s) are split between the associated enterprises
based on the relative value of their functions performed,
assets employed and risks borne participating in the
controlled transaction(s).
Residual analysis: requires the allocation of market
returns to routine functions based on a functional analysis
and the allocation of the residual profit in proportion
to the relative value of non-routine contributions (e.g.
intangibles) as measured by, for example, expenditures
related to development of intangible assets.
Illustration
Architect (UK) Ltd bids and wins a design and build
contract which they deliver jointly with their local
associate Engineering (K) Ltd. According to construction
standards Architects contribute 10% of the work while
engineers contribute the remaining. However, Architects
(UK) bargains for at least 20% of the profits to set aside
for them because of their brand name, that won them
the contract. Profits of Sh. 1 billion are realised at the
end of the contract.
The profits shall be split as follows:
Profits

Sh.1 Billion

Functional share (80%)
Architects UK 10% of 80%

0.08 Billion

Engineering (K) 90% of 80%

0.72 Billion

Residual share (exclusive 20%)

0.2 Billion

TRANSFER PRICING
DOCUMENTATION
The Commissioner may, where necessary, request
a person to whom these rules apply for information,
including books of accounts and other documents
relating to transactions where the transfer pricing is
applied
The documents shall include documents relating to –

kasneb NEWSLINE, Issue No. 2, May - August 2020
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(a) The selection of the transfer pricing method and the
reasons for the selection;
(b) The application of the method, including the
calculations made and price adjustment factors
considered;
(c) The global organisation structure of the enterprise;

demand taxes, where applicable. Any tax due and
unpaid in a transfer pricing arrangement is deemed to
be an additional tax for the purposes of sections 38 and
84 of the Tax Procedures Act.
1)

Section 84 (2)(b) of the Tax Procedures Act provides
that a penalty of 20% shall immediately become due
and payable on the tax shortfall after the due date.

2)

Section 38 (1) of the Tax Procedures Act provides
that a late-payment interest of 1% per month — or
part thereof — shall be charged on the tax amount
remaining unpaid for more than one month after the
due date, until the full amount is recovered.

3)

Section 85 of the Tax Procedures Act prescribes a
tax avoidance penalty equal to double the amount
of tax that would have been avoided.

(d) The details of the transaction under consideration;
(e) The assumptions, strategies, and policies applied
in selecting the method; and
(f) Such other background information as may be
necessary regarding the transaction.
The books of accounts and other documents shall be
prepared in, or be translated into, the English language,
at the time the transfer price is arrived at.

TRANSFER PRICING PENALTIES
There are no specific transfer pricing penalties. However,
the Commissioner for Domestic Taxes can conduct an
audit and make adjustments in the taxable profit and

CPA Faustin Mwinzi is also the author of Kenya’s
Online Tax Manual accessed at www.taxdon.co.ke

Want to become an entry
level accounting and
management personnel?
kasneb’s CAMS qualification is the
answer!
Certificate in Accounting and Management
Skills examination is for persons who wish to
qualify and work as entry level accounting and
management personnel in small and medium
enterprises, non-governmental organisations,
public sector entities and related areas.
A person seeking to be registered as a
student for CAMS must have a minimum
of Kenya Certificate of Secondary
Education (KCSE) with a mean grade
D (D plain) or its equivalent.
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CAREER GOALS AND
STRATEGIES
Ruth Gatwiri,
Management Consultant and Social Scientist

A rewarding career doesn’t just happen. It needs
commitment, careful management and constant
evaluation. It is an ongoing process. This also means
staying in touch with changes in the workplace and
knowing what is necessary to keep your skills in demand.
However, an important step in career management that
precedes all this is setting career goals and working
towards them. These goals can be short-term goals that
are planned for the coming few months or in a year’s
time, or they may be long-term goals for the next 5 or
more years.

Enlisting the various career goals that need to be achieved
is a systematic and step-by-step way of achieving what
one desires career-wise. The following career objective
examples can be useful in setting goals.

ACHIEVABLE CAREER GOALS
•

Aiming at acquiring enough expertise in the given
field/industry so as to be able to start a business

•

Choosing a hobby that one is passionate about as
their profession

•

Getting a promotion

•

Keeping in mind that you have to change a job

•

Trying to feel happy about work

•

Putting on priority about learning a new skill

•

Doubling productivity or sales

•

To make a personal brand

Goals are set on various levels 1)

Firstly, deciding what a person wants to be/do in life;

2)

Secondly, splitting them into smaller goals/targets
that one has to achieve, which will make it easier
to reach the ultimate goal;

3)

Thirdly, and most importantly, starting to work
towards achieving the goal.
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•

To balance work with other personal activities

•

Aiming for a raise

•

To gain as much knowledge as possible and quench
your thirst for knowledge. Knowledge is power, and
the only competitive advantage a person can retain
is knowledge. For successful careers, knowledge
management is a prerequisite.

•

Having a thirst for knowledge and being prepared to
receive it from varied sources at all times is important.

•

To convert a hobby into a business

SHORT –TERM CAREER GOALS
Accomplishing a successful career takes up many years
and there are many steps in between that need to be
overcome. So, in addition to a long-term vision, it is
important to lay short-term goals, which will eventually
lead a person to their goal.
Generally, short-term career goals are the ones a person
sets for themselves to follow on a daily basis in small
ways. Below are a few examples of these goals.
•

To reply to e-mails from clients and seniors every day

•

To keep the workplace neat and tidy

•

To manage time properly

•

Not to exceed break timings

•

To be interactive with co-workers

•

To spend quality time with the employees, if one is
at a managerial position

•

Make it a point to be cheerful at work

•

To excel at the current project a person is working on

•

To increase speed and proficiency at the workplace

•

To learn a new skill like a computer program, etc.

•

Not to keep work pending for the next day or next
week

•

To make time for hobbies

•

To update your curriculum vitae

•

To make credible contacts for more job-related
information

LONG-TERM CAREER GOALS
Long-term career goals help a person to know how
involved they are and how serious they are about building
their career. The long-term goals are actually based on
the short ones .
•

To strategically move into a position where one can
lead a team

•

To be able to double the profits of the organisation
within a specific time period or start a business

•

To save enough money to enjoy a comfortable
retirement

12
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CAREER STRATEGIES
A career strategy is a structured approach to developing
capabilities, tools and resources in an organisation,
which will enable people to navigate their career journey
successfully.
It is through these individual journeys that an organisation
builds its capability and its ability to change, so an
organisation’s approach to career is critical to its success.
Previous generations were familiar with a vastly different
employment picture. One that included jobs for life, jobs
that answered to set management, a well defined career
plan that allowed one to climb up the corporate ladder,
jobs that did not require keen attitudes and interests,
careers that were well defined, within companies that
were stable and had long term prospects. There are
no more jobs for life, management is flexible and ever
changing, employees are expected to change along
with the company and its operating environment,
and companies are not stable entities with mergers,

CAREER GOALS

acquisitions, and attrition resulting from increased global
competition. In addition, the western world has seen the
cost to employment (to businesses) rise with increasing
rules and regulations - which will lead to a continued
growth for people that work for themselves. In this
environment, employees need to be better prepared for
change, including drastic, life changing events that can
occur at will. Having said that, this could also be used as
a tool by employees as the labour market is expected to
remain tight, especially in the skilled and service fields.
The knowledge economy is no longer a panacea, and
those who can better themselves through hard work and
continuous education should reap the rewards. People
have to create their own careers, this is not only from
their hard work and learning, but also from their personal
ingenuity and attitudes. Attitudes that must transform
from pesonal focus to a team focus, for a corporation/
employer is akin to a team whose goal is to perform
even as it replaces players and managers/coaches as
the needs arise. This leads to the most daunting task for
employees - the lack of job security.
So in an environment that embraces continuous change
and the need to stay competitive, there are more
demands placed on employees. As more people enter
the job search market and do so with more frequency, it is
essential for job seekers not to rely on only the traditional
job search avenues in order to gain an edge. The person
who can network their way to a decision maker has the
best chances of landing even the most highly sought
after job position. Once in the job, one should start the
cycle once again of adapting to the new environment
and continually improving oneself by adding new skills
and qualifications. The organisational demands are often
quite different from individual needs and career goals. The
organisation, naturally, is concerned about effective and
efficient operation, about profit, and about productivity.
Not that these organisational concerns are unimportant to
the individual, but they are secondary to the individual’s
concern for self-fulfillment and self-actualisation. To
complicate matters further, the organisation which wants
to provide career opportunities for its employees has to
recognise the needs of all employees. Unfortunately,
the needs of some individuals are often in conflict
with those of other individuals in the same firm. For
example, one person’s need for expanding the area
of operation may conflict with the area of authority and
responsibility of others. The enterprise must fill all the

roles in the organisation structure. Yet, some roles may
be restricting the freedom of individual manager’s who
want to utilise their capabilities and potentials. Similarly,
some jobs are simply boring -- such as doing required
paperwork - and these tasks are neither challenging
nor interesting. Some jobs may be narrowly defined,
requiring specialised skills. Unfortunately, this routine
work may be incongruous with the individual’s need for
growth and development. Especially during times of
slow business activity, there may be an over-supply of
talented managers, and the organisation may attempt
to use the potentials of all managers, as far as this is
possible in such a situation. The individual, however, is
only interested in using his o her potential. Finally, some
managers have to be assigned to locations where their
specific knowledge and skills are needed. For example,
good managers may be required for setting up a plant
in a less developed country yet, this location may be
unsuitable for raising a family.

PREPARATION OF A PERSONAL
PROFILE
Step I - Knowing yourself
Perhaps one of the most difficult, yet essential, tasks
is to gain insight into oneself. Are we extroverted, with
attention directed toward our environment? Or are we
introverted, with an inward focus? What is our life position
toward ourselves? What is our position toward others?
What do we value and what is dear to us? What are
our attitudes toward time, achievement,work, material
things, and, finally,toward change? A clarification of
values will help to determine the direction of personal
and professional development.
Step 2. Development of Long-Range Personal and
Professional Goals
One of the failures of personal and professional
development efforts is that employees are not clear what
their development goals are and how they fit the aims of
the organisation. No ship would leave the harbor without
a clear destination, yet how sure are employees about
the direction of their lives? But people resist goal setting
because it requires commitment. It requires choosing
from alternatives, which means that when we select one
goal we implicitly reject others. By choosing to become
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a lawyer, one foregoes the opportunity of becoming a
doctor. People also resist setting goals because the
environment is uncertain. The lack of knowledge about
the future makes it difficult to make commitments.
There is also the fear of failing to achieve the goals.
Furthermore, non achievement of aims is a blow to one’s
ego. Goal setting also requires self-confidence in oneself;
it implies that one has some control of the environment
rather than being a helpless victim of it. By recognising
the factors that inhibit goal setting one can take steps
to increase commitment. Moreover, one does not set
goals that determine the future in one sitting. Instead, it
is a continuing process that allows revising goals in the
light of changing circumstances. A second factor that
reduces resistance to goal setting is the integration of
long term aims with the more immediate actions. For
example, keeping in mind the aim of becoming a doctor
makes it easier to study boring subjects. A third factor
that facilitates goal setting is a supportive atmosphere
and encouragement. For example, writing a book is a
long term effort that requires discipline and self-denial.
An understanding and supportive family atmosphere is
necessary for the required sustained effort.
How far in advance should one plan? The answer may
be found in the commitment principle in management:
planning should cover a period of time necessary to
foresee the fulfillment of commitments involved in a
decision made today. Therefore, the time frame will differ
with the circumstances. For example, if one wants to
become a professor it is necessary to plan for university
studies of seven to nine years. On the other hand, if the
career goal is to become a taxi driver, the time frame is
much shorter. At any rate, the longer term objective has
to be translated into short-term objectives. Before we do
this, however, we will have to make a situational analysis,
that is, a careful assessment of the external environment
with its threats and opportunities.
Step 3. Analysis of the Environment: Threats and
Opportunities
In the analysis of the environment – that is the environment
within the organisation as well as outside -- many diverse
factors need to be considered. These factors (which
can be grouped into the categories of economic, social
and political, technology, demographic factors, the
labor market, competition, plus others), can provide
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opportunities as well as threats. The general state of
the economy certainly affects the formulation of a career
strategy A recession and a low level of business activity
can threaten one’s position. Yet, this program can also
become an educational opportunity. It is not uncommon
that during periods of high level of unemployment
persons go back to school to continue their education.
Social and political factors may influence the career
strategy. For instance, the
equal employment opportunity law may open up career
paths that were not available to women or persons
belonging to minority groups. Similarly, new technology
provides opportunities and threats. For example,
computer technology is threatening to managers
unfamiliar with it. At the same time, new applications
of computers have created new jobs that never existed
before.
Demographic factors can also affect careers.
Geographic shifts, such as the movement of people to
certain areas have created an oversupply of labor in
some of these areas. This may be threatening to some
people. At the same time, the relocation of companies
may result in new opportunities for obtaining a job in a
particular field.There are still other factors that must be
considered when making strategic choices. Joining an
expanding company is most likely to provide more career
opportunities than working for a mature company that is
not expected to expand. Similarly, working for a mobile
manager increases the probability that the position of
the superior will become vacant, or that one may ride on
the coat tails of the competent mobile manager. At any
rate, successful career planning requires a systematic
scanning of the environment for opportunities as well
as threats.
Step 4. Identification of Future Opportunities and
Threats
To collect information about the environment is, to say
the least, a tedious task. Then, to single out the factors
critical to one’s career is equally difficult. To make things
even more complex, we have to be concerned not only
about the present but also the future. One thing is sure
about the future: It will never be the same as the present.
Since there are many factors that need to be analysed,
planning one’s career necessitates being selective
and concentrating on those factors critical for personal
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success. Thus, one must anticipate the future and
forecast changes in the environment that will critically
affect one’s career, one’s ambitions, and one’s life.
Step 5. Analysis of Personal Strengths and
Weaknesses
For successful career planning, the environment
opportunities and threats must be matched with the
capabilities of the individual. The strengths and
weaknesses differ greatly among people. They may,
however, be conveniently categorised as technical,
human, conceptual and design skills. Technical skills
pertain to knowledge and proficiency in using methods,
processes and procedures. Human skill is the ability to
work with people and to create an environment in which
people, as a team, work willingly and enthusiastically
toward group goals. Conceptual skill is the ability to see
the “big picture,” to recognise significant elements in a
situation and to understand their relationships. Design
skill is the ability not only to conceptualise a problem, but
also to work and find practical solutions to the problem.
In assessing one’s strengths an weaknesses, it is important
to recognise that the relative importance of these skills
differs for the positions in the organisational hierarchy.
Technical skills are very important at the supervisory
level. At this level, human skills are also crucial because
of the required interactions with subordinates. At the
middle management level the need for technical skills
decreases while conceptual and design skills gain
in importance. Human skills are still important at this
level as they are for top management. Conceptual and

design skills are especially important at the top level
with relatively little need for technical skills. Employees,
then, making an analysis of their current skills and those
required in the future, should recognise that these skills
vary with the organisational levels.
Step 6. The Development of Strategic Career
Alternatives
Essentially, an individual can select from four sets of
strategic alternatives based on the analysis of the
threats and opportunities in the environment and the
personal strengths and weaknesses. The aim is to utilise
one’s strengths to overcome one’s weaknesses, to take
advantage of opportunities, and to cope with threats.
Step 7. Consistency Testing and Reevaluation of
Career Goals
While developing the various strategies (TW, OW, TS,
OS) we must test them for consistency and compare
them with the personal profile. The rational choice based
on the TOWS analysis is not always “best.” Specifically,
the strategies must meet the test of personal values
and interests (Step 1). Some may prefer the “do nothing
strategy;” being fearful of change and risk taking,
they may make this choice rather than utilise their full
potential. Some employees may find great satisfaction
in specialisation, while others prefer to broaden their
knowledge and skills. The point is, the rational decisions
based on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats have to be tested for consistency with personal
preferences and may require a reevaluation of career goals.
Step 8. Evaluation and Choosing
from Alternatives

Human skill is the ability to work with people and to create an environment in which people,
as a team, work willingly and enthusiastically toward group goals.

The foregoing analyses of strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats are the basis for a strategic
choice which usually requires
tradeoffs. Some alternatives involve
high risks, others low risks. Some
choices require action now, other
choices can wait. Timing certainly
is crucial. Systematic analysis is
just one step in the career planning
process, for a choice also involves
personal preferences, personal
ambitions, and above all, personal
values.
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career plan provides for changing to another firm,
joint planning may not be feasible.

Step 9. Development of Short-Range Objectives and
Action Plans
Up to this point our concern was with the process
of giving direction to the career. Now we focus on
short-range objectives and action plans that facilitate
the achievement of the general aim. Setting objectives
appears to be deceptively simple; yet it is a complex and
difficult task. The statement “to improve one’s education”
is a platitude, not a verifiable objective. But to say that the
short-term goal is to complete the course, “Fundamentals
of Management,” by June 30, 2016 with a grade of A is
measurable. It states what will be done, by what time, and
that the course should be completed with an A (quality).
The task of setting career objectives is aided by some
guidelines:
1)

Individual career objectives should contribute to
organisational aims. After all, an organisation will
facilitate one’s career objectives only to the extent
it can benefit from this support.

2)

The short-term objectives should contribute to the
long-term professional goals. In the example above,
the completion of the course in management may
bring the individual close to the aim of achieving a
Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree .

3)

Objectives should also indicate priorities. For
example, the training objective of attending a
computer course may be more important than
taking a course in economic history at the time
when the company is switching to a computerised
control system.

4)

Career goals should be challenging, yet they
should also be realistic. Many MBA graduates
feel frustrated when they join a firm with unrealistic
career expectations.

5)

Objectives should be verifiable and be expressed
clearly and in writing so that one can measure
achievement or nonachievement of objectives.

6)

Career objectives should be agreed upon with
the superior. Career planning should be a joint
effort of the individual and the superior or other
representatives of the company. Of course, if the
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7)

Objectives should provide for feedback and
follow-up. Such a discussion is especially valuable
when the superior was an active partner in
developing the subordinate’s career plan.Although
the emphasis is here on short-term career objectives,
they may have to be supported by action plans.
The above mentioned example of the objective
of completing a course in the MBA program may
require specific action plans. For example, one may
have to identify the tasks necessary to achieve this
objective, schedule the time for attending class,
doing the homework, obtain the agreement from
family members who may suffer because attending
classes demands time that may otherwise be spent
with the family .In short then, the long-term strategic
career plan needs to be supported by short-term
objectives and action plans.

Step 10. Development of Contingency Plans
Career plans are built on uncertainty; the future cannot
be predicted with accuracy. Consequently, contingency
plans based on alternative sets of assumptions should
be prepared. In the previous example, career plans
were built on the assumption of the feasibility of using
nuclear energy for generating electricity. Yet, the
mounting opposition to nuclear power plants in recent
years may make the whole plan impossible to implement
when no such plants are being built. Wise managers
and employees certainly would not plan their entire life
on a single set of assumptions. Instead, they prepare
alternative plans based on different sets of assumptions.
Step 11. Implementation of the Career Plan
From the organisational point of view, career planning
must become an integral part of managing and with
human resource planning, that is usually the most
suitable way to start career planning for employees.
Briefly stated, the human resource plan begins with an
enterprise plan. This becomes the basis for organisation
plans that are concerned with the structure and
activities necessary to achieve enterprise objectives.
The present and forecasted structure determines the
number and qualifications of persons required to achieve
organisational goals. Then the demand for personnel is
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compared with manpower currently available through the
personnel inventory. Based on this analysis, internal and
external sources are utilised in recruitment, selection,
and promotion of people. Other essential aspects of
human resource planning are appraisal, training, and
development of personnel. Career planning may start
during the appraisal interview; the evaluation of past
performance is only one aspect of the appraisal meeting.
Certainly, the individual’s growth and development should
also be discussed and objectives related to a career
should be set. This way, the career goals and personal
ambitions can be considered in selection, promotion,
and in designing training and development programs.
Step 12. Monitoring Progress
The monitoring process involves evaluating the
progress toward the previously established goals and
correcting undesirable deviations. An opportune time
for assessing career development progress would be
at performance appraisal. This is the time to review
not only performance against objectives in operating
areas, but also to review the extent to which milestones
in professional development have been achieved. It is at
this occasion that the superior, in the role of a counselor,
can assist subordinates in their career development.

Besides this, the manager really concerned about the
career development of subordinates will not wait for the
periodic appraisal reviews. Instead, such a manager will
continuously reinforce professional behavior and growth
in subordinates. These steps provide a logical framework
to career planning and development. In practice, however,
the sequence may vary. Effective career planning requires
self-knowledge and a clarification of values. These, in
turn, facilitate the selection of long-range personal and
professional goals. The environment is scanned for
threats and opportunities that hinder or facilitate career
paths. Not only is the present environment evaluated,
predictions must be made about the future environment.
A thorough analysis of one’s strengths and weaknesses
becomes the basis for strategic career alternatives.
These alternatives, then, must be tested for consistency
with personal values and the long-term career goals.
After careful evaluation of career alternatives, the best
course is selected. To bring plans into action, short-term
objectives are set. Since the environment is dynamic,
contingency plans are developed. To implement a career
plan, it is important to integrate it with the company’s
human resource plan. Finally, effective career planning
demands monitoring the progress.
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INTEGRATING RISK
MANAGEMENT INTO
THE TECHNOLOGY LIFE
CYCLE
By CPA,CISA Majani Derrick

Collaboration between IT and risk management
professionals can add value to an organisation in a
number of ways, including through:
•

Coordinated procurement and contract review,
resulting in more favourable terms and conditions,
service level agreements (SLAs) and coverage terms

•

Better incident response that enhances reputational
protection

•

Improved information protection through records
and data management training

•

Better assurance that controls are operating as
intended through validation from multiple sources.

In order to achieve optimal value, however, risk
management should be a part of technology
implementation from a project’s outset and throughout
its life cycle. By understanding the technology life cycle,
IT and risk management professionals can identify the
best opportunities for collaboration.
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In general, technology follows a predictable life cycle
(figure 2). The first step is requirements analysis, which
progresses from a high-level concept to a formal
definition tailored to an organisational mission or line
of business. It is during the definition of requirements
that an organisation can most easily influence the
course of the technology life cycle, because including
or rejecting a requirement has little immediate cost. In
particular, security requirements identified during the
planning phase generally can be implemented with
minimal effort, while adding security requirements during
implementation can add considerable expense.
With requirements defined, the life cycle of technology
then proceeds to acquisition, which may take the form of
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design and development, or identification of an existing
product capable of fulfilling the requirements. The end
state of this second step is to have technology that is
ready for productive use.
Diagram 1: IT lifecycle
Implementation is the third phase of the technology life
cycle. This is the point at which the enterprise integrates
the acquired capabilities into its processes, and the
capabilities begin to play a role in value creation. The
complexity of this step depends directly on the extent
to which the requirements defined in the first step
align with the processes that the technology means
to support. Shortcomings in chosen solutions tend to
become evident with the implementation of the acquired
capabilities. At this stage, the cost of adapting to
shortcomings can be considerable, imposing costs that
may delay or impede value creation. Agile development
methodologies prioritise getting technology into the
hands of end users on an iterative basis, before a project
is complete, allowing greater opportunities for mid-course
corrective action. IT professionals increasingly realise
that organisations are unable to envision their needs
fully, even when substantial effort goes into the process
of defining requirements.
Technology put into practice then undergoes testing,
the fourth stage of the life cycle. Once implementation
and testing are complete, deployment of the technology
moves to full production, where it operates for its intended
purposes and promotes value creation, and the life cycle
proceeds to a maintenance phase. This phase continues
in production, with upgrades included in the process of
maintenance until such time as the technology is found to
be irreconcilably deficient—the point at which continued
upgrades are either technologically infeasible or fail to
justify their cost relative to the benefits that they deliver.
At this point, requirements analysis begins again to
identify successor technology, whose implementation
leads to the disposal of the technology that it replaces.

THE ROLE OF IT SECURITY
The requirements analysis phase is driven by the critical
role that technology plays in facilitating value creation.
But the potential consequences of risk (the effect of
uncertainty on objectives) can result in impediments to
or destruction of intended value, which contradicts the
rationale for putting technology into practice in the first
place. IT security solutions counterbalance this potential
negative effect.
Security does not exist to eliminate risk, because security
is not in itself a value-creating process. The role of security
is to manage risk by balancing the cost of controls with a
level of risk that is acceptable to an organisation, so that
value creation can proceed without undue impediment.
Even where risk elimination is technically possible, that
solution may not address the needs of the organisation.
The function of IT security manages risk as part of
its overall responsibilities, and effective technology
implementation depends on identification of risk.
Organisations have an array of tools and techniques
available to identify risk as it relates to their particular lines
of business and value creation, including brainstorming,
the use of scenarios, consultations with subject-matter
experts (SMEs) and evaluation of similar environments.
Analysis follows identification, and may be qualitative,
quantitative or semi-quantitative, and yields a basis on
which to rank and classify specific areas of risk.
Affecting risk means modifying one or more of the
components from which risk might arise: threat,
vulnerability and impact. The role of IT security is to put in
place controls that reduce vulnerability (thereby reducing
likelihood) and/or the impact of negative consequences,
a modifying “treatment” with specific intent commonly
known as risk mitigation. Controls may be deterrent in
nature, aimed at reducing the willingness of a threat
actor to initiate a threat event. In most cases, however,
mitigation focuses on reducing susceptibility to a threat
or reducing the negative impact of a successful threat
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to acceptable levels is infeasible. In such cases,
an organisation may decide to avoid the risk of loss
completely by ending a line of operations that creates
the exposure. Organisations that need to modify
potential financial impact to an acceptable level may
use risk-sharing arrangements. Contractual instruments,
such as insurance or service level agreements, serve
to transfer some of the direct financial impacts of risk to
a third party. Any of these approaches to risk treatment
may be suitable and sufficient to address risk in a given
context without reliance on IT security.
event. Within this context, preventative controls focus on
vulnerability, while corrective controls focus on impact.
Detective controls serve as monitoring capabilities to
enable effective response to particular events.
Organisations have other choices for managing the
negative consequences of risk beyond mitigation.
Risk found upon analysis to be within levels that an
organisation finds acceptable needs no other treatment.
On the opposite extreme, however, potential losses
may be so high that deploying mitigation controls

Even so, IT security has a critical role in risk management.
Relatively few areas of digital risk are acceptable without
some modification, and it is rare for an organisation to
deem a level of risk so high as to warrant avoidance.
Risk sharing provides potential monetary relief but does
not transfer full legal liability nor the potential longer-term
effects on organisational reputation. Mitigation through
deployment and maintenance of security controls,
however, is within the direct control of the organisation.
Within this option, organisations typically deploy controls
with two targets in mind: data and access.
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NATIONAL INCOME
ACCOUNTING

iv)
v)
vi)

James J. O. Majiwa
Principal Lecturer in Economics
Kisumu National Polytechnic

Trends of economic growth and economic
development of a country.
Factors and policies that influence economic
growth and economic development.
Effectiveness of government economic policies
in influencing economic growth and economic
development.

In nearly all these, the focus of attention will be on a
country’s national income.

MEANING OF NATIONAL INCOME
National Income is the money value of goods and
services produced and flowing in a country over a period
of time. It is the outcome of varied productive economic
activities in various sectors of an economy over a period
like one year.
Economics is concerned with the following activities:
i)
ii)
iii)

Production of goods and services to satisfy
needs in a country and beond.
Consumption of goods and services to satisfy
consumer utility.
Storage and distribution of goods and services
for market stability and equity.
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Accurately compiled national income statistics enable the government to estimate accurately the relative significance of the sectors in the economy

WHY EACH COUNTRY REQUIRES
TO COMPILE ACCURATE NATIONAL
INCOME STATISTICS
Every country, its level of development notwithstanding,
compiles accurate statistics of national income. This is
for a number of reasons explained here below.
(a) When a country has compiled accurate data of
it national income, it will enable the government
to identify the resources available for competing
public and private uses. These will be in form of
goods, services and factors the country has and
their respective quantities.
(b) Accurately compiled national income statistics
enables the government to identify major and minor
sectors in the country in which economic activities
take place that generate the national income. The
data available will enable the government to estimate
accurately the relative significance of the sectors in
the economy.
(c) With accurate national income statistics, the
government is able to prepare its annual budget
and also prepare a 5 year or 10 year or 15 year
strategic economic plans. Anything less than
accurate national income statistics would serve no
useful purpose in planning.
(d) A government is able to use accurately compiled
national income statistics for analysis of resource
(and income) distribution in the country. From such
analysis, it is able to see if income and its other
resources are unfairly distributed. If resources are
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not equitably distributed , a concerned government
would come up with some corrective action to take
for fair distribution.
(e) When such accurate national income statistics are
compiled from year to year, the government is able
to observe and measure economic changes that may
be taking place in its sectors in the economy over
time. It may happen that some sectors may show
growth while others may be declining. Appropriate
policy measures would be revoked where necessary.
(f) Accurately compiled national income statistics
may be used as a measure of human welfare index
in a country. By extension, such statistics can be
used to compare welfare of a people over time or
for comparing standards of living of people in two
different countries at a time.
(g) A government with such acutely compiled national
income statistics can use such data as “a shopping
list” when looking for financial assistance from
development partners like the World Bank, IMF or
from friendly countries.

A SIMPLE CIRCULAR FLOW OF
INCOME
This is diagrammatic presentation of how money changes
hands from households to work stations at the firms and
back to the households. The diagram gives a hint of
the methods of national income accounting that will be
explained elsewhere below The diagram below illustrates
this circular flow of income.

NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING

APPROACHES TO NATIONAL
INCOME ACCOUNTING

FIRMS

E=Y

Q=Y

4

2

3

1

i)
ii)
iii)

Y=O

E=O

From analysis using diagram 1, we can deduce three
approaches that can be used for national income
accounting. These are:

HOUSEHOLDS

Diagram 1: Circular flow of income

In this diagram, we observe that households supply their
labour factor services to firms (1) in return for payments
in wages and salaries (2) for their factor services. Here,
firms spend (Expenditure) on buying labour factor
services from households while households receive
factor incomes (Y) in wages and salaries.
Using money they have earned from working for the
firms, the households buy goods and services from firms
(3). Here, households spend (Expenditure) on goods
from (4) firms while firms receive incomes (Y) for selling
their goods and services to the households.
If we assume that neither the firms nor the households
save, we can conclude that the value of Output produced
and sold to the households (O) is equal to the incomes
(Y) households receive from firms which they spend (E)
on buying goods and services from the firms. By analogy
therefore we conclude that Y = O = E.
Similarly, firms spend (E) on labour factor services to
produce output (O) which they sell to households to get
income (Y) showing that E = O = Y.
Just imagine Robinson Crusoe alone on an island
before Man Friday arrived as a second resident on the
island. Crusoe spent all his energy (E) to make tools for
production of his food (O) all of which he consumed (Y),
his expenditure (E) being equal to his output (O) which
was also equal to his income (Y) still showing that even
in subsistence economy, Y = O = E

Expenditure Approach (E)
Income Approach (Y) and
Net Output or Value Added Approach (O).

These methods give the same estimates of a country’s
national income for a period as the data of national
income of Tanzania for 1972 in the three tables below
show.
Table 1: INCOME APPROACH
Item

Value (Tshs m)

Add Wages and Salaries

3,573

Add Operating surpluses

5854

Add depreciation of non-current assets

608

Total GDP at factor cost

10,036

Table 2: EXPENDITURE APPROACH
Item

Value (Tshs m)

Add Personal Consumption Expenditure

7,739

Add Government Expenditure

1,387

Add Gross Investment Expenditure

2,521

Add Net Exports (Exports less Imports)

-571

Add Net Indirect Taxes (Subsidies –
Indirect Taxes)

-1,040

Total GDP at factor cost

10,036

Table 3: PRODUCT APPROACH
Item

Value (Tshs m)

Add Agriculture
Add Mining
Add Manufacturing
Add Construction, Electricity & Water
Supply

4,001
119
1,106
871

Add Transport, Trade and Finance

3,035

Add Public Administration

1,104

Total GDP at factor cost

10,036

Source: I Livingstone and H W Ord (1980), Economics for Eastern Africa
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These methods are discussed in some detail here below.

Factors of Production

EXPENDITURE APPROACH
In this method, economics statisticians add up
expenditures on final goods and services produced in a
country over a period of time e.g. one year. Here, the focus
is on the values of Final Demand (FD) whose components
are expenditures on Consumption (C), Government
Expenditures (G), and Investment Expenditures (I) and
Expenditures by foreigners on exports (X). These are
expressed as FD = E = C + G + I + X
Also included in this method are the imputed values
of un-marketed or subsistence output. By asking the
producer how much he would charge if he were to sell
such goods or how much he would pay if he were to
buy such goods in a market, economics statisticians
will have obtained the imputed values of such goods to
include in this method.
In this method, values of the following items must be
excluded to avoid making Double counting error:
(a) Values of intermediate goods used in the production
of commodities. For example, if a consumer spends
on maize-meal, the economics statistician must not
include again the value of maize. He will only include
the value of spending on maize-meal.
(b) Values of second hand goods. For example values
of second hand clothes, second hand cars, second
hand premises and second hand financial assets like

Land Labour

Households

Firms

Rent Wages Interest

• Consumption
• Government spending
• Investment spending
• Change in value of stocks
• Exports
• Imports
• GDP (known as aggregate
demand)
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GDP
(Factor Income)
• Income from people
in jobs and in
self-employment (e.g.
wages and salaries)
• Profits of private sector
businesses
• Rent income from the
ownership of land
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Profit

Payments/Components to factor of production
Factor cost Method

shares traded in secondary security markets. This is
because transactions on these goods merely involve
ownership transfers without any new commodity
being produced. After all, their values had been
accounted for earlier at their primary market
transactions.

INCOME APPROACH TO NATIONAL
INCOME ACCOUNTING
Every time a commodity is produced and sold, the seller
gets income as the buyer spends on it. Using Income
Approach to determine a country’s national Income,
economic statistician adds all wages and salaries
of individuals for services they render, interests on
investments, rents on land and profits from private and
public businesses.

GDP - By Sum of Spending, Factor Incomes or Output
GDP
(Expenditure)

Capital Entrepreneur

GDP
(Value of Output)
• Value added from each
of the main economic
sectors
• These sectors are
–– Primary
–– Secondary
–– Manufacturing
–– Quarternary

For a receipt to qualify to
be included as income
in this method, it must
have been worked for or
it must have been given in
exchange for a good or a
service. There must have
been a” Quid pro Quo”
Using this approach to
determine a country’s
national income, the
economic statistician
must exclude the values
of all transfer payments –

NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING

payments for which no works are done or unrequited or
unreciprocated gifts. Transfer payments merely involve
transfer of purchasing power from one who had worked
and earned it earlier to one who did not work for it.
Examples of transfer payments include the following:

In year 2, while payments to mum and wife continued for
no quid pro quo as before in year 1, national income of
the country fell to Kshs 384,000. This was because the
house-help was paid for her services to the teacher for
6 months only before she was dismissed.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Values of other items that must not be included as income
in this approach include values of work for own-self done.
These include fencing one’s own compound or clearing
one’s own compound.

Allowances to relatives,
Subsidies to firms and consumers,
Allowances to the aged and the sick,
Assistance for emergencies or disasters,
Students’ grants from the government and
Pocket money to students from parents.

Also to be included in these methods are:

Here is a simple illustration of receipts included or not in
income approach in national income accounting.
Q1. In year 1, a school teacher who earns Kshs 30,000
p.m. pays his house-help Kshs 4,000 p.m. and his mum
Kshs 5,000 and his wife Kshs 7,000. If these are the only
people in this economy, determine the country’s national
income for the year.
SOLUTION 1:
Add the school teacher salary p.a. 30,000 x 12 = 360,000
Add his house-help pay p.a.

4,000 x 12 =

48,000

National income p.a. 408,000

In this illustration of what receipts to include or not, the
teacher’s payment to his house-help of Kshs 48,000
p.a. is included in the national income because it was
in exchange of the house-help’s service. On the other
hand, the school teacher’s payments to his mum of Kshs
5,000 x 12 Kshs 60,000 p.a. and to his wife of Kshs
7,000 x 12 = Kshs 84,000 p.a. are not included in this
country’s national income because these payment were
not in exchange for a good or service. These payments
have no Quid Pro Quo.
Q2. If in year 2, the school teacher continues to pay his
mum and wife as before but dismisses the house-help
at the end of June of the year, determine the country’s
national income for year 2.
SOLUTION 2:
Add the school teacher salary p.a. 30,000 x 12 = 360,000
Add his house-help pay p.a.

4,000 x 6 =

24,000

National income p.a. 384,000

i)
ii)

iii)

Imputed values of subsistence output,
Any income received by workers in kind (e.g. free
housing, company car and workers’ trip or outing
facilitated by employer) and
Undistributed company profits.

PRODUCT APPROACH OR NET
OUTPUT APPROACH OR VALUE
ADDED APPROACH TO NATIONAL
INCOME ACCOUNTING
In this method, economics statisticians add up all net
output or value added at every stage of production. This
method is considered to be more direct. This is because
it adds up the values of net contribution of all individual
productive units in production in the economy. A simple
illustration in maize-meal production and distribution
below illustrates application of the method in national
income accounting.
Production Stage

Value Added (Kshs) Sales (Kshs)

Farming

1,000

1,000

Transport

400

1,400

Milling

300

1,700

Retailing

250

1,950

National Output

1,950

A statistician may add gross selling prices 1000 + 1400
+ 1700 + 1950 to get Ksh 6050 as the national income.
This is incorrect because he has counted the value of
maize (Kshs 1000) more than once. By so doing, he has
committed a Double Counting Error.
In this method, the national output of Kshs 1950 as in the
case above includes the imputed values of subsistence
output which also must be included. If values of items that
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ought to be included are not included by the statistician,
he will have committed an error of commission. Such
errors should be avoided as much as possible
In this method, the statistician also must include the
values of government output. This is valued at what
it costs the government in wage bills to provide such
services like security, education, health etc. This
however should exclude the costs of goods supplied
like text books and medicines because the values of
such supplies had been accounted for at their points
of production.
Also included in this method are the net values of goods
exported (Exports less Imports) to other countries.
Reference to table 3 above illustrates.

GDP(fc) – Subsidies + indirect taxes =

GDP(mp)

GDP(fc) Net indirect taxes = GDP(mp)
Example here below illustrate.
Q3. A country’ Gross Domestic Product at factor cost in
a year is shs 10,056 billion
Its Net indirect taxes was + Shs 1,040 billion.
Determine the country’s Gross Domestic Product at
market price.
SOLUTION 3:
GDP(fc) + Net indirect taxes =

GDP(mp)

10,056 + 1,040 = Shs 11,096 billon

OTHER CONCEPTS IN NATIONAL
INCOME
Here, readers will be taken through a number of concepts
that may be required for making certain adjustments in
national income statistics in one way or another as will be
illustrated here below using data of 1972 from Tanzania.
These concepts include:
i)
ii)
iii)

Subsidies and Indirect Taxes,
Depreciation of non-current assets and
Factor income from abroad and factor income
paid abroad.

SUBSIDIES AND INDIRECT TAXES
When goods are produced at the production points
without any government subsidy before they are taken
to the market, they are valued at factor cost (fc).
When a government provides subsidies to producers,
their costs of production will be reduced. When goods
produced are taken to the market, market taxes are
levied on the goods. This raises the price of the goods
assuming zero transport costs.
(-) Subsidies Plus (+) Indirect taxes gives) Net Indirect
Taxes depending on which of the two is larger.
When Net indirect taxes are added to the value of the
goods at factor cost, we now get the goods valued at
market price (mp).This is expressed as follows:
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FACTOR INCOME PAID ABROAD
AND FACTOR INCOME FROM
ABROAD
A country may have some of its citizens in employment
abroad. These are paid wages and salaries which they
remit back home. These are called labour factor income
from abroad. Some citizens of the same country may
invest their surplus savings abroad. From these overseas
investments, the citizens receive profits, interests,
dividends and bonuses which they remit back home.
These are also factor incomes from abroad.
On a different note, foreigners from overseas may come
to work as expatiates in a country. For the services they
offer to this country, the expatriates are paid wages and
salaries which they remit out of the country back to their
home countries. These are factor incomes paid abroad.
It may also happen that citizens of a foreign country
may invest their surplus savings in a country. From
these investments, the foreign investors get investment
incomes in forms of profits, interests, Dividends and
bonuses that they repatriate out of the country back
to their countries. These are also factor incomes paid
abroad.
Factor incomes from abroad (+) plus factor income paid
abroad (-) give Net factor income from abroad.

NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING

If factor incomes from abroad are greater than factor
incomes paid abroad, then the net factor income will be
positive. This is typical of Developed Countries which
receive more factor incomes from abroad than what they
pay abroad. A reader may ask why this is so and involve
others interested to find out why this is so.
If factor incomes from abroad are less that factor incomes
paid abroad, the net factor income from abroad will be
negative. This is typical of Less Developed Countries
which pay more factor incomes abroad than they receive.
When net factor incomes from abroad are added to
Gross Domestic Product at factor cost, the economics
statisticians get Gross National Product at factor cost.
This is illustrated here below.
Q4. A country’s Gross Domestic Product at factor cost in
2020 was Shs 10,056 billion. Its net factor income from
abroad in the same year was Shs -42 billion. Calculate
the country’s Gross National Product at factor cost.
SOLUTION 4:
GDP(fc) + Net factor income
GNP(fc)
from abroad =

If the value of depreciation is deducted from Gross
Domestic Product at factor cost, the economics
statistician would get Net Domestic Product at factor
cost. This is expressed as illustrated below:
GDP(fc) – Depreciation = NDP(fc)
Q5: In 2020, a country’s GDP(fc) was shs 10,056 billion.
Total value of depreciation for non-current assets for
the country was shs 608 billion. Calculate the country’s
NDP(fc).
SOLUTION 5:
Using the formula GDP(fc) –
= NDP(fc)
Depreciation
10,056 – 608 = shs 9,448 billion
Using illustrations Q1, Q4 and Q5 above, it is possible
for an economics statistician to apply the adjustments in
a comprehensive analysis and calculations as illustrated
in Q6 below:
Q6: In 2020, data for a country’s national income in billion
shillings were as follows:

10,056 +(-42) = Shs 10,014 billion.

GDP(mp) = 11,096
Net factor income paid
= 42
abroad

DEPRECIATION OF NON-CURRENT
ASSETS
In accord with accounting standards, every firm
should provide for depreciation or wear and tear of
its non-current assets over their economic life in the
firm. Such non-current assets include buildings, factory
premises, vehicles, machineries, office equipment etc.
The purpose of this provision is to regularly set aside
some amount to enable the firm to replace with ease the
non-current asset as it comes to the end of its economic
life.
Assuming every firm in the country does this, it will
be easy and possible to account for depreciation in
national income. The snag is that there are many different
methods of provision for depreciation. Management
preference for one method different from that preferred
by other organisations renders the data heterogeneous
on no- homogeneous,

Depreciation = 608
Net Indirect taxes = 1,040.
Determine the following:
(a) GDP(fc)
(b) GNP(mp) and GNP(fc)
(c) NDP(mp) and NDP(fc)
(d) NNP(mp) and NNP(fc)

SOLUTION 6:
(a)

GDP(fc) = GDP(mp) – Net indirect taxes
= 11,096 – 1,040
= shs 10,056 billion.
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(b)

(i) GNP(mp)

= GDP(mp) – Net factor income
paid abroad
= 10,096 – 42
= shs 10,054 billion

(ii) GNP(fc)

= GNP(mp) – Net indirect taxes
= 10,054 – 1,040
= shs 9,014 billion

(c)

(i) NDP(mp)

= GDP(fc) + net indirect taxes –
depreciation
= 10,056 + 1,040 – 608
= shs 10,488 billion

(ii) NDP(fc)

= NDP(mp) – Net indirect taxes
= 10,488 – 1,040
= shs 9448 billion

(d)

(i) NNP(mp) = NDP(mp) – Net factor income paid
abroad
= 10,488 – 42
= shs 10,446 billion
(ii) NNP(fc)

= NNP(mp) – Net indirect taxes
= 10,446 – 1,040
= shs 9,406 billion

values are difficult to get or estimate accurately.
These include values of Depreciation of non-current
assets, values of net factor income from abroad
or values of inventories. National income figures
determined in these conditions would be at best
be estimates that may not be suitable for measuring
welfare of people of a country at a time or even
comparing the stands of living over a period of
time or even for comparing the welfare of people in
different countries at a time.
(c) In every country, there are some un-marketed outputs
or subsistence outputs whose values are considered
for inclusion in national income of a country. Because
these are un-marketed, it may be a daunting task
getting their true values to include in the national
income statistics. Economists have suggested that
imputed pricing be applied in determining their
values for inclusion in the national income statistics.
This involves asking the subsistence producer how
much he would charge for the good if he were to sell
the product in the market or how much he would pay
for it if he were to buy it in an open market.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED
IN USING NATIONAL INCOME
STATISTICS TO MEASURE OR
COMPARE WELFARE

(d) In a country, prices of goods and services may
change, either increasing or decreasing over a
period of time. Without any other complimentary
information, would it be right to conclude that inflated
prices used in valuation of output over a period
indicated enhanced welfare of people in the country?

For whatever use economists may wish to put national
income statistics, whether it is Gross Domestic Product
or Gross Domestic Product per capita, to estimate
a people’s welfare or to compare a people’s welfare
over time or to compare standards of living of people
in two different countries at a time, many statistical or
conceptual problems or difficulties are encountered.
These are highlighted here below:

(e) A country is not an island but interacts with other
countries in international trade transactions. Where
this is the case, foreign exchange transactions are
involved. Foreign exchange rates may also change
over time affecting domestic prices of goods and
their valuation of items in national income statistics.
When such changes occur, how much change in
human welfare would economic statisticians attribute
to changes in foreign exchange rates?

(a) In collecting data for national income statistics,
there may be difficulties in defining the boundary
of production of what output to include in national
income and what output to exclude. Economies being
dynamic, these boundaries of production may be
revised. Would changes in national income statistics
brought about by such revisions be indicative of
change in people’s welfare in the country?
(b) When collecting and compiling national income
statistics, there may be certain specific items whose
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(f) Income level, leisure and effort may not be easy
to index. Take two simple cases, one in which a
person works very hard and becomes rich and a
case of another person who enjoys leisure but is
not that rich. Who of the two is better off in welfare?
By extension to countries, a hard working country
may have a higher Gross Domestic Product than a
country whose people love and enjoy leisure. Who
are we to conclude which of the countries is better
off than the other in welfare if we do not have other
supporting information?

NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTING

(g) National Income Statistics do not reveal how equally
or unequally the income of a country is distributed.
It is possible to get a rich country with a high Gross
Domestic Product and a high Gross Domestic
Product per capita but with a positively skewed
distribution of income. In such a country, much
of the country’s income goes to very few people
while majority languish in abject poverty. In another
country, we may find that the country has low national
income that is negatively skewed. In such a country,
much of the national income goes to majority of the
population. Without knowledge of how incomes and
resources of countries are distributed, economics
statistician cannot tell which country is better off
than the other just by looking at their national income
figures. In the case of the two countries at hand for
illustration, the standards of living of people in a
poor country with better income distribution could be
better than in a rich country with a positively skewed
income distribution.

may have preferred maize meal as a staple food,
in Uganda, people prefer bananas as their staple
food. Such preferences may change over time as old
products are deleted from family shopping baskets
or as new product are included or branded with the
old ones in the basket. Take examples of consumers
in a country that earlier preferred maize meal but
now blend maize meal and sorghum in the ration of
40:60 for reasons best known to them. Even if their
national income had increased, who can say they
are better off or worse off now than they were before?
In conclusion, national income statistics though
important as they are, cannot be used alone either
to measure or estimate a people’s standard of living
at a time nor can it be used to compare a people’s
welfare over time. Neither is it possible to use GDP
or GDP per capita to compare standards of living
of people in two different countries at a time even
if the currencies of the two countries are converted
to one currency.

(h) Tastes and preferences for goods and service differ
and change over time. While in Kenya, people
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INTRODUCTION

E

ffective audit planning will focus the auditor’s
attention on key areas of the audit and ensure that
sufficient resources are allocated to the engagement.
Planning should result in an audit that is well directed
and supervised and ultimately good planning will reduce
audit risk. This article summarises the main requirements
and guidance contained in ISA 300, Planning an Audit
of Financial Statements.
When does audit planning take place?
Naturally, it is reasonable to assume that planning occurs
towards the start of an audit engagement. However,
according to ISA 300, planning should not be seen
as a discrete and separate part of the overall audit.
Planning often begins shortly after, or in connection with,
the completion of the previous audit, for example, with a
review of issues that were discussed with management,
such as control deficiencies or unadjusted errors. Such
matters are relevant to the next year’s audit and need to
be considered when planning.
Similarly, the audit plan may be revised as the audit
progresses, and should not be viewed as being fixed
in place once the main planning phase has ended. For
example, a significant event may take place as the audit is in
progress, meaning that the audit plan needs to be changed.
The nature and extent of planning activities depends
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on the size and complexity of the audit client, previous
experience of the audit firm with the client, and any
changes in circumstance that may occur during the audit.
Preliminary activities ISA 300 contains a requirement that
the auditor shall undertake the following activities at the
beginning of the current audit engagement:
i)

ii)
iii)

Performing procedures regarding the
continuance of the client relationship and the
specific audit engagement.
Evaluating compliance with relevant ethical
requirements, including independence.
Establishing an understanding of the terms of the
engagement.

These requirements are also contained in ISA 220, Quality
Control for an Audit of Financial Statements and ISA
210, Agreeing the Terms of Audit Engagements and
remind us that planning is a wider activity than just
obtaining understanding of the business and performing
risk assessment.

Effective audit planning will focus the auditor’s attention on key areas
of the audit and ensure that sufficient resources are allocated to the
engagement.

AUDIT PLANNING

AUDIT STRATEGY AND AUDIT PLAN
ISA 300 states that audit planning activities should:
(i)

establish the overall audit strategy for the
engagement
(ii) develop an audit plan.

AUDIT STRATEGY
The audit strategy sets out in general terms how the
audit is to be conducted and sets the scope, timing and
direction of the audit. The audit strategy then guides
the development of the audit plan, which contains the
detailed responses to the auditor’s risk assessment.
An underpinning principle of audit planning under
the clarified ISAs is that the audit plan should contain
detailed responses to the specific risks identified from
obtaining an understanding of the audited entity. ISA 300
requires the auditor to consider specific matters when
establishing the audit strategy, and provides a list of
typical matters to be considered in its appendix. These
matters are discussed below.

(a) Identify the characteristics of the engagement
that define its scope
Some audit engagements have specific
characteristics that mean the audit has a wider scope
than the audit of other entities. For example, a group
audit engagement or the audit of a multinational
company will both have wider scopes than an audit
of a small, owner-managed entity. Matters such as
the ability to use the work of internal auditors, the
need to liaise with external service organisations,
and the effect of IT on audit procedures are
also relevant. The scope is also affected by the
applicable financial reporting framework, the nature
of the audited entity’s business and whether it
operates business segments, the business activities
conducted, and the availability of client personnel
and data.
(b) Ascertain the reporting objectives of the
engagement to plan the timing of the audit and
the nature of the communications required
Reporting requirements will vary from audit to audit.
For example, some entities have additional reporting
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requirements to comply with corporate governance
regulations or industry requirements, and the auditor
must understand these requirements from the start
of the audit. The nature of other communications
that may be necessary during the audit should
be considered, such as liaison with component
auditors, and communications to management and
to those charged with governance.
(c) Consider the factors that are significant
in directing the audit team’s efforts in
the auditor ’s professional judgement
The strategy must consider issues to do with quality
control, such as how resources are managed,
directed and supervised, when team briefing and
debriefing meetings are expected to be held,
how engagement partner and manager reviews
are expected to take place (for example, on-site
or off-site), and whether to complete engagement
quality control reviews.

is completed, and can be reviewed in time to meet
the deadline.

AUDIT PLAN
ISA 300 states that once the overall audit strategy has
been established, an audit plan can be developed
to address the various matters identified in the
overall audit strategy, taking in to account the need
to achieve the audit objectives through the efficient
use of the auditor’s resources. The establishment of
the overall audit strategy and the detailed audit plan
are not necessarily discrete or sequential processes,
but are closely interrelated since changes in one
may result in consequential changes to the other.
Therefore it is not necessarily the case that the audit
strategy is prepared and completed before the audit
plan is devised, and in practice it is typical for the two
to be developed together.

(d) Consider the results of preliminary engagement
activities and knowledge gained on other
engagements

(e) Ascertain the nature, timing and extent of
resources necessary to perform the engagement
One of the main objectives of developing the audit
strategy is to effectively allocate resources to the
audit team, for example, the use of specialists on
particular areas of the audit, or building a team of
highly experienced auditors for a potentially high-risk
audit engagement. If the audit is time pressured due
a tight deadline, then more resources will need to
be allocated to ensure that all necessary audit work
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Why Plan?

The Planning
Process

Assess Risk

AUDIT PLANNING

This includes the initial assessments of materiality,
risks identified from preliminary activities such as
fraud risks, significant events that have occurred at
the entity or in the industry in which it operates since
the last audit, and the results of previous audits that
involved evaluating the operating effectiveness of
internal control, including the nature of identified
deficiencies and action taken to address them. The
audit firm may also have performed other services
for the client that may be relevant in determining
the audit strategy, for example, reviews of business
plans or cash flow forecasts.

Audit Strategy
Materiality
Performance Materiality
Audit Plan

Design Audit
Procedures

AUDIT PLANNING

The audit plan is a detailed programme giving
instructions as to how each area of the audit will
be conducted. In other words, the audit plan
details the specific procedures to be carried out
to implement the strategy and complete the audit.
ISA 300 provides guidance on what should be included in
the audit plan, stating that the audit plan should describe:

•

the nature, timing and extent of planned risk
assessment procedures

•

the nature, timing and extent of planned further audit
procedures at the assertion level

•

other planned audit procedures that are required
to be carried out so that the engagement complies
with ISAs.

Audit plan activities: Step-by-step
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Typically an audit plan will include sections dealing with
business understanding, risk assessment procedures,
planned audit procedures i.e. the responses to the risks
identified and other mandatory audit procedures.

CHANGES TO THE AUDIT STRATEGY AND
AUDIT PLAN
The audit strategy and audit plan are not fixed once the
planning stage of the audit is complete. It is important
that both are updated and changed as necessary
as the audit progresses. For example, as a result of
unexpected events, or changes in conditions, the
auditor may need to modify the overall audit strategy
and audit plan and thereby the resulting planned
nature, timing and extent of further audit procedures,
based on the revised consideration of assessed risks.
This may be the case when information comes to the
auditor’s attention that differs significantly from the
information available when the auditor planned the audit
procedures, for example, an event may take place after
audit planning has been initially completed which creates
doubt over going concern. Or, as a result of performing
planned audit procedures additional information may
come to light which may lead the auditor to amend initial
risk assessment, or level of performance materiality, for
all, or part, of the audit.

DOCUMENTATION
ISA 300 requires that as well as the audit strategy and audit
plan being thoroughly documented, a record of significant
changes made to the audit strategy and audit plan is needed.
Documentation is crucial, because key decisions
about how the audit will be performed are
contained in the audit strategy and audit plan. The
documentation should therefore include the response
made by the auditor to any significant changes
that occur during the audit, as discussed above.
The audit strategy and audit plan do not need to be
documented in a particular way. Some audit firms use
memoranda, others checklists. Some use standardised
documentation such as standardised audit programs
while others tailor the specific form of the documentation
to each audit engagement. The form of the documentation
does not matter as long as it provides a clear record of
how the audit was planned.
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DIRECTION, SUPERVISION AND REVIEW
ISA 300 requires that the auditor shall plan the nature,
timing and extent of direction and supervision of
engagement team members and the review of their work.
It is crucial that the audit plan includes the detail as
to how supervision and review should be conducted
during the audit, in order to perform a high quality
audit. Inadequate supervision and review can
lead to the audit team making errors, for example,
selecting inappropriate items for sampling, or failing
to properly conclude on audit procedures performed.
The amount of detail included in the audit plan in relation
to supervision and review will depend on factors such
as the size and complexity of the entity being audited,
the assessed risk of material misstatement, and the
capabilities and competence of the audit team members.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
INITIAL AUDIT ENGAGEMENTS
The final section of ISA 300 relates to initial audit
engagements, and requires the auditor to perform
client and engagement acceptance procedures and
also to communicate with the predecessor auditor, where
there has been a change of auditors, in compliance with
relevant ethical requirements. The ISA recognises that
for an initial audit engagement, the auditor may need
to expand the planning activities because the auditor
does not ordinarily have the previous experience with
the entity that is considered when planning recurring
engagements.

CONCLUSION
Planning an audit involves more than just obtaining
business understanding and performing risk assessment.
Planning is a dynamic process that may evolve during
the audit, and should always respond to changes in the
circumstances of the audited entity. Adherence to the
requirements of ISA 300 should result in a well-focused
audit, staffed by appropriate personnel, performing
relevant and appropriate audit procedures.

TEAM WORK
IN MODERN
ORGANISATIONS
Raymond Kiambati, Management Consultant

work together on a regular basis as the central part of
each person’s job. Team members have specific roles,
structured work methods and ample time to get to know
one another. Teams have a clear identity, for example,
a team meant for quality improvement. Leaders alone
cannot do the job. They need other employees to work
together and achieve the organisation’s set goals and
objectives. Working groups have their own personally,
power, attitudes, standards and needs. Leaders should
respond to work group’s needs to achieve success.

A

team is a collection of people who work together to
accomplish a common goal. The words group and
team are often used interchangeably. It is important,
however, to make a distinction between groups and
teams. Organisations operate as interlocking networks
of formal work teams, which offer many benefits to the
organisations and to their members.
Teams help organisations through synergy in task
performance, the creation of a whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts. They help satisfy important needs
for their members, providing various types of support
and social satisfactions.
A team is formed by people, usually a small number
with complementary skills who trust one another and are
committed to a common purpose, common performance
goals and a common approach for which they hold
themselves mutually accountable. Members of a team

Teams help organisations through synergy in task performance, the
creation of a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.
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cooperation is higher, and the culture is one of learning
as well as producing.

Traditional working environment versus team
environment
Traditional Environment

Team Environment

• Managers determine and
plan the work

• Managers and team
members jointly
determine and plan the
work

• Jobs are narrowly
defined

• Jobs require broad skills
and knowledge

Characteristic of Effective Teamwork

• Cross-training is viewed
as inefficient

• Cross-training is the
norm

All team members must understand group goals and
objectives. Team members should own the organisation’s
goal and objectives. Team members, therefore, need to
participate in setting team goals and objectives. They
should have an opportunity to determine how they will
accomplish them.

• Most information is
management property

• Information is freely
shared at all levels

• Training for
non-managers focuses
on technical skills

• Continuous learning
requires interpersonal,
administrative, and
technical training for all

• Risk taking is
discouraged and
punished

• Measured risk taking
is encouraged and
supported

• People work alone

• People work together
and as a team

Teams need other employees to work together in order to achieve
the organisation’s set goals and objectives.

•

Maintain group objectives and group standards

•

Provide regular opportunities for briefing groups
on current plans and future developments

•

Involve groups as a whole in the achievement
of objectives

• Rewards are based on
individual performance

•

Provide regular opportunities for genuine
consultation before reaching decisions affecting
groups

• Rewards are based on
individual performance
and contributions to team
performance

• Managers determine
best methods

• Everyone works to
continuously improve
methods and processes.

•

Maintain the cohesiveness of groups and
effectively deal with differences, arguments
and conflicts.

To function effectively as a team, group members must
also be aware of the factors that contribute to, or hinder,
a team’s functioning. Team members should have the
opportunity to agree on the particular factors they need
to work on in their own team.

Team environment
Organisations have been using groups for a long time,
but things are different today. Teams are used in many
different ways, and have greater effect, than in the
past. Teams are more involved, they are better trained,
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Types of Teams
There can be various types or teams in the organisation.
Some of the teams formed in the organisation include:
1)

Work teams

2)

Project and development teams

3)

Parallel teams

4)

Management teams

5)

Transnational teams

6)

Virtual teams

TEAM WORK

1. Work teams

6. Self-Managed teams

These are teams that make or do things such as
manufacture, assemble, sell, or provide service. They
are well defined, a clear part of the formal organisational
structure, and composed of a full-time, stable
membership.

These are autonomous work groups that make decisions
and are self-directed. Workers are trained to do all or most
of the jobs in a unit; they have no immediate supervisor.
Self-managed teams are mostly found in manufacturing
and members have expertise.

2. Project and development teams

7. Traditional work groups

These teams work for long-term projects, often over a
period of one year. They have a specific assignment,
such as research or new-product development, and
members usually must contribute expert knowledge
and judgment. These teams work toward a one-time
product or project and are disbanded once their work
is completed.

They have no managerial responsibilities. The first line
managers plan, organise staff, directs and controls them.
Other organisational groups provide support activities,
including quality control and maintenance.

3. Parallel teams
They operate separately from the regular work structure
of the firm on a temporary basis. Members often come
from different units or jobs and are asked to do work that
is not normally done by the standard structure. Their
charge is to recommend solutions to specific problems
but they do not have authority to act.

4. Management teams
They coordinate and provide direction to the sub-units
under their jurisdiction and integrate work among
sub-units. The management team is based on authority
stemming from hierarchical rank and is responsible for
the overall performance of the business unit. Managers
responsible for different sub-units form a team together,
and at the top of the organisation resides the executive
management team that establishes strategic direction
and manages the firm’s overall performance.

5. Transnational teams
These are work teams composed of multinational
members whose activities span multiple countries. They
are multicultural and are geographically dispersed. The
group members work on highly complex projects with
considerable impact on company objectives. These
teams are virtual teams that are physically dispersed
and communicate electronically more than face-to-face.

8. Quality circles
These are voluntary groups of people drawn from various
production teams who make suggestions about quality.
They however, do not have authority to make decisions
or execute.

9. Semi-autonomous work groups
They make decisions about managing and carrying out
major production activities, they get outside support
for quality control and maintenance. They are fully
responsible for an entire product or a production process.

10. Autonomous work groups or self-managing
teams
The group controls decisions about and execution of a
complete range of tasks. These could be, acquiring of
raw materials and performing operations, quality control,
maintenance, shipping, etc. They are fully responsible
for an entire product or an entire part of a production
process. They have control over the design of the team.
They decide whom to hire, whom to fire and what tasks
the team will perform.

Stages of Team Development
Teams go through the following stages of development:
1)

Forming - Team members lay ground rules for what
types of behaviour are acceptable.
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2)

Storming – Hostility and conflict arise and people
jockey for positions of power and status.

TEAM VS GROUP

3)

Norming - Team members on their shared objectives,
norms and closer relationships develop.

4)

Performing – Team members channel their energies
into performing its tasks and achieve the set
objectives.

A group is two or more people who work together to
accomplish a specific task. Committees and taskforces
are often short-term groups that meet periodically.
Some of the work is done during meetings and some
outside meetings. A working group is a collection of
people who work in the same area or have been drawn
together to undertake a task but do not necessarily come
together as a unit and achieve significant performance
improvement. For a group to become a team, it should
move beyond traditional supervisory leadership,
become more participative, and ultimately enjoy team
leadership. Groups may fail to become effective teams
unless managers and team members commit to the idea
understand what makes teams work, and implement
appropriate practices.

Groups that deteriorate move to a declining stage.
Temporary groups move to a terminating stage.

CRITICAL PERIOD – PASSAGE OF
TIME
Groups pass through critical period or times when they
are particularly open to formative experiences.
1)

Such critical period is in the forming stage, at the first
meeting, when rules, roles and other determinants
are established that set long-lasting precedents.

DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE, FROM
GROUP TO TEAM

2)

A second critical period is the midway point
between the initial meeting and deadline e.g.
completing a project. At this point, the group has
enough experience to understand its work. This is
the midpoint; groups should renew or open lines
of communication with outside constituencies. The
group can use fresh information from its external
environment to revise its approach to performing
its task and ensure that it meets the needs of
customers and clients.

Groups are not always successful. Successful groups
however, progress from one stage to another to move
to team leadership.

1. STAGE ONE – SUPERVISORY
LEADERSHIP
At this stage the group leader ensures the following
happens to build the team: Direct team members, explain
decisions, train individuals, manage one-on-one, contain
conflict and react to change.

Difference between a group and team
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GROUP

TEAM

Leadership

One leader

Multiple leaders

Members

Independent

Interdependent

Process

Discuss - Decide - Delegate

Discuss - Decide - Do

Product of Work

Individual

Collective

Focus

Individual goals

Collective goals
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2. STAGE TWO – PARTICIPATIVE
LEADERSHIP
At this stage the group leader is involved in the following
aspects to build and strengthen the team, involve people,
get input for decisions, develop individual performance,
coordinate group effort, resolve conflict, and implement
change.

3. STAGE THREE – TEAM LEADERSHIP
At stage three the group leader is involved in the
following aspects to build the team. Build trust and inspire
teamwork, facilitate and support team decisions, expand
team capabilities, create a team identity, make the most
of team difference, foresee and influence change.
Groups do not necessarily keep progressing from one
stage to the next; they may remain permanently in the
supervisory level, or become more participative but never
make it to true team leadership. It is important therefore,
progress on these dimensions must be a conscious goal
of the leader and the members, all should strive to meet
group goals and objectives.

WHY DO SOME GROUPS FAIL?

There are various reasons that may contribute to a team’s
failure:
Some organisations launch teams with little or no training
or support systems. Managers as well as group members
need new skills to make the group work. These skills
include the art of diplomacy, tackling people issues
head on, and walking the fine line between encouraging
autonomy and rewarding team innovations without letting
the team get too independent and out of control.

TEAMS ARE EXPENSIVE TO MAINTAIN
Giving up some control is very difficult for managers
from traditional systems.
The benefits of teams are reduced when they are not
allowed to make important decisions. If team members
must acquire permission for every innovative idea, they
will revert to making traditional decisions.

TEAM BUILDING PROCESS
Steps in team building process are a sequence of
collaborative activities to gather and analyse data on
a team and make changes to increase its operative
effectiveness.

Groups fail by not knowing and doing what makes
teams successful. To be successful you must apply
clear thinking and appropriate practices.

A group is a collection of individuals who coordinate their individual efforts. On the other hand, at team is a group of people who share a
common team purpose and a number of challenging goals. Members of the team are mutually committed to the goals and to each other. ...
Without purpose and goals you cannot build a team.
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STEP 1: PROBLEM AWARENESS
The cycle begins with the awareness that a problem may
exist or may develop within the team.
STEP 2: DATA GATHERING
Members work together to gather data concerning the
problem identified in step 1.
STEP 3: DATA ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSIS
Members analyse data so that the problem is understood.
STEP 4: ACTION PLANNING
Action plans are made by members.
STEP 5: IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTION PLANS
Members collectively implement the action plans.
STEP 6: EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Results are evaluated by members working together.
Any problem or difficulties that are discovered serve to
recycle the team-building process.

BUILDING EFFECTIVE TEAMS
An effective team achieves high level of both task
performance and membership satisfaction. Team
effectiveness is defined by three criteria:
The productive output of the team meets or exceeds
the standards of quantity and quality, the team’s output
is acceptable to those customers inside or outside
the organisation, who receive the team’s products or
services.
Team members realise satisfaction of their personal
needs. This is achieved by managers allowing team
members to participate, freedom to innovate and stretch
their skills. In this case, team members are enthusiastic
and realise great pride and satisfaction in their work.
Team members remain committed to working together
again. Looking back the group members are glad they
were involved. They remain viable and have good
prospects for repeated success in the future. A team
can be viewed as an open system that transforms various
resource inputs into outcomes.

Want to become an
information technology
specialist?
kasneb’s CICT certificate is the
answer!
Certified Information Communication
Technologists (CICT) Examination;
for persons who wish to qualify and
work or practice as information and
communication technology (ICT)
professionals in various areas including
systems development, programming,
database management, network
administration, mobile applications
and software engineering.
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TECHNICIAN VS ACCOUNTANT

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN
ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN AND AN ACCOUNTANT?
Hancey Kamau

Responsibilities of Accountants vs Accounting
Technicians
Accountants and accounting technicians are involved
with the financial matters of their clients or employers
and work in similar environments. While accounting
technicians input financial data and produce reports,
accountants review reports and ensure they are accurate
and that relevant financial laws or regulations are
followed.
Accounting technicians deal with financial transactions.
Their work involves updating records with payments
received and expenses and balancing those accounts.
Accountants work with finances on a wider level. They
may be responsible for preparing corporate taxes,
assessing a company’s budget or identifying problems
with the financial records of an individual client or a
corporation. While math skills are an asset for both
accountants and accounting technicians, accountants
also need to be aware of the financial or tax regulations
that apply to their clients.
Accountant
Accountants work with financial records. Some may
specialise as tax accountants while others may oversee
a wide range of financial information for businesses,
organisations or governments.
Some accountants can advance to become financial
managers or executives after gaining work experience.

Accountants primarily work in an office environment,
and although they may typically work standard business
hours, they may need to work evenings and weekends
when facing budget or tax deadlines.
Job responsibilities of an accountant include the
following:
•

Review financial data

•

Check data for accuracy

•

Calculate the amount of taxes that need to be paid

•

Identify cost-saving measures

•

Make sure financial records comply with applicable
regulations

•

Meet with clients

Accounting Technician
Accounting technicians may work under the supervision
of an accountant. They are responsible for updating
financial records and m. Accounting technicians work
in office environments, and may work typical weekday
hours most of the time.
Job responsibilities of an accounting technician include:
•

Update computer records with financial data

•

Keep records of money received

•

Update documents with expenses

•

Review data for accuracy

•

Get information from clients

While accounting technicians input financial data and produce reports, accountants review reports and ensure they are accurate
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ONLINE SERVICES

E-kasneb: ONLINE REGISTRATION PAYMENT
SCREEN SHOTS OF HOW TO OPEN AND USE A KASNEB
ACCOUNT ON AN ANDROID PLATFORM
SIGNING UP

FOR NEW STUDENTS

42

FOR ALREADY REGISTERED
STUDENTS
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LOGIN USING THE EMAIL
AND PASSWORD CREATED

ONLINE SERVICES

REGISTRATION

REGISTRATION

EXEMPTION APPLICATION
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ONLINE SERVICES

EXAMINATION BOOKING

EXEMPTION APPLICATION

EXAMINATION BOOKING
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STANDARD PAYMENT PROCEDURE FOR ALL SERVICES
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STANDARD PAYMENT PROCEDURE FOR ALL SERVICES

All students were required to be on
e-kasneb by 31 March 2019

kasneb and stakeholders United for Universal Health Coverage
UNIVERSAL HEALTH COVERAGE
•

It is important to prevent non communicable diseases such as
cancer, diabetes, hypertension by maintaining normal weight,
eating healthy, ensure environment and food safety and physical
activity

DRUG AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
•

Too much alcohol is harmful to your mental and physical health

MENTAL HEALTH
Universal Health Coverage (UHC) means
that all people and communities can
use the promotive, preventive, curative,
rehabilitative and palliative health services
they need, of sufficient quality to be
effective, while also ensuring that the use of
these services does not expose the user to
financial hardship.

•

Mental illness can only be diagnosed at the hospital

HIV PREVENTION
•

Having sex at an early age exposes a young person to getting HIV,
STls and early pregnancies

HIV TREATMENT
•

If your HIV test is positive, you ought to visit a health facility and
start treatment immediately
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WHERE TO GET US

kasneb HUDUMA CENTRES

TAKING SERVICES CLOSER TO THE PEOPLE
kasneb SERVICES AVAILABLE AT HUDUMA CENTRES

The services offered at the kasneb counters at the Huduma Centres include:
(a) Inquiries
(b) Fee payment at the Huduma
Centre using Posta Pay

HEAD OFFICE CONTACTS
Tel: 254 020 4923000

(c) Student registration

Cellphone: 0722-201214/0734-600624

(d) Examination entry

Fax: 254 020 2712915

(e) Exemptions

E-mail: info@kasneb.or.ke

(f) Registration renewal

Website: www.kasneb.or.ke

(g) Request for dispatch of
certificates

Facebook:kasnebOfficial
Twitter: @kasnebOficial

HUDUMA CENTRES WHERE kasneb HAS A DESK:
OFFICER IN CHARGE

REGION

MOBILE NUMBERS

Email address

Anthony M. Kimani

Nyeri

0701698213/0737256315

nyeri@kasneb.or.ke

Beth W. Muraguri
Christine N. Ndwiga

GPO, Nairobi

0701699013/0737315992

nairobigpo@kasneb.or.ke

Maurice O. Gwaye

Kisumu

0701699026/0737492586

kisumu@kasneb.or.ke

Dennis O. Ambira

Mombasa

0701699078/0737516847

mombasa@kasneb.or.ke

Egrah K. Masese

Kisii

0701711465/0737543023

kisii@kasneb.or.ke

Timothy K. Rotich

Nakuru

0795431440/0735031908

nakuru@kasneb.or.ke

Collins M. Okomo

Eldoret

0701713366/0737831524

eldoret@kasneb.or.ke

THE KASNEB HUDUMA CENTRES TEAM

Anthony M. Kimani

Dennis O. Ambira

Beth W. Muraguri

Egrah K. Masese

Christine N. Ndwiga

Timothy K. Rotich

Maurice O. Gwaye

Collins M. Okomo
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COLLECTION ACCOUNTS

kasneb STUDENT FEE COLLECTION
ACCOUNTS WITH BANKS
Students, trainers, parents/guardians/sponsors, employers
and other stakeholders are hereby informed of kasneb’s
student fee collection accounts with the following banks:
(a) Kenya Commercial Bank Ltd. (KCB)
Account Number: 1203681194
(b) National Bank of Kenya Ltd. (NBK)
Account Number: 01001031572601
(c) Equity Bank Ltd.
Account Number: 0170299238025
(d) Kenya Post Office Savings Bank Ltd. (Postbank)
Account Number: 0744130009246
(e) Co-operative Bank of Kenya Ltd.
Account Number: 0112912853590
(f) UBA Kenya Bank Ltd.
Account No: 55030160004156.
Students are required to complete the appropriate kasneb
forms and relevant fee deposit slips (except for Postbank
which does not use deposit slips). The students will be issued
with one copy of the deposit slip and a computer generated
slip for their records. However, for Postbank only a computer
generated receipt will be issued.
Upon payment of the requisite fees to the bank, a cash deposit
receipt will be issued to the payee. The completed kasneb
forms will be left with the bank for onward transmission to
kasneb together with one copy of the deposit slip.
Note: Students should ensure that all documents requiring
certification, such as copies of academic and professional
certificates and identity card/passport are certified before
being handed over to the bank.

BANNING OF MOBILE PHONES FROM THE
EXAMINATIONS ROOM
All students are hereby informed that mobile phones are
banned from the examinations room.
Students are further required to note that disciplinary
action will be taken against any student found in
possession of a phone in the examination room,
regardless of whether the phone was in use or not at
the time of its detection.
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ERP

kasneb ADOPTS

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING

ERP stands for “Enterprise Resource Planning”, the consolidated process of
gathering and organizing business data through an integrated software suite.
ERP software contains applications which automates business functions like
production, sales quoting, accounting, and more.
In layman’s terms, ERP facilitates your company operations across every
department. ERP solutions improve how you handle business resources,
whether it’s raw materials for manufacturing or staffing hours for human
resources.

Want to become a
financial and securities
analyst?
kasneb’s CIFA is the answer!
CIFA is for persons who wish to qualify and
work or practice as investment, securities
and financial analysts, portfolio managers,
investment bankers, fund managers,
consultants on national and global
financial markets and related areas.
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ONLINE LEARNING RESOURCES

kasneb ONLINE
AVAILING LEARNING RESOURCES
ONLINE

Resources at the
click of a button

T

he future of any organisation is in adoption and use of
ICT. kasneb is therefore committed to automating all
key operations in order to enhance customers experience
and improve efficiency. To achieve this, kasneb is in the
process of acquiring an Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system which will enhance the speed and
quality of service delivery to our customers. Our future
professionals must be technology savvy and competent
on data analytics. We commit to continue to produce
such professionals at kasneb.

ACCESS TO kasneb ELIBRARY
Access to the kasneb e-Library is open to all kasneb
students at no cost. Requirements for access are:
•

One must be a current kasneb student in any of the
qualifications.

•

One must have their annual renewals up to date.

•

One must make an application for access.

APPLICATION
One is required to create their own e-Library account by
visiting https://kasneb.remotexs.co/user/register or scanning the
QR Code below.
One should fill in all the details
required and then await approval
from kasneb. Approval will be
communicated through the email
address used in the application.

ACCESS
Once one has received approval for access, one may
now use the e-Library link on the kasneb website or
https://library.kasneb.or.ke to access the following:

Sharing of usernames and passwords is prohibited and each
student should only use their credentials to access the e-Library.

NOTE
Please note that kasneb does not yet offer notes or study packs.
Learners are advised to use their syllabus to identify the relevant
materials from the rich e-Library collection. kasneb will endeavor
to guide on the relevant materials through e-Library reading lists
which will be periodically communicated through students’ emails.
For any clarification please write to library@kasneb.or.ke kasneb
eLibrary (Online Learning Resources) is open to all kasneb
students free of charge.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESS
One must be a current kasneb student of any of the qualifications.
One must have their annual renewals up to date.
One must carefully and correctly fill all the details required
through the online form on the link provided below. Incorrectly
filled applications will be rejected without further reference to the
applicant.
Once your application is successful (takes about 7 days) you will
receive communication on the email you had given guiding you
on how to access the resources and username and password
you will use.

•

Current eBooks and eJournals (e-Library reading
lists and video tutorials available).

Sharing of usernames and passwords is prohibited and each
student should only use their credentials to access the eLibrary.

•

kasneb Past Examination papers.

Dormant accounts will be reallocated to deserving new applicants.
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PRIZE WINNERS - MAY 2019

LIST OF PRIZE WINNERS
MAY 2019 EXAMINATION SITTING
CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING AND
MANAGEMENT SKILLS (CAMS) EXAMINATION

Certificate in
Accounting and
Management Skills

CAMS
EXAMINATION
SYLLABUS

FUNDAMENTAL ICT SKILLS
CAM/334
EMILY NGENDO NGANGA
Donor: kasneb
FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
CAM/408
MARGARET WANJIRU NJIRE
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

CAMS - LEVEL II
FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
CAM/64
HELLEN AKECH GUDA
Donor: kasneb
ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
CAM/263
JOHN FWAMBA PAPA
Donor: kasneb

CAMS - LEVEL I
PRINCIPLES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
CAM/417
NEWTON MUCHAI NJOROGE
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP
PRINCIPLES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
CAM/429
ELVIS NJOROGE MARTIN
Donor: kasneb
INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND ETHICS
CAM/334
EMILY NGENDO NGANGA
Donor: kasneb

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
CAM/64
HELLEN AKECH GUDA
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
CAMS LEVEL I
CAM/334
EMILY NGENDO NGANGA
Donor: kasneb
CAMS LEVEL II
CAM/64
HELLEN AKECH GUDA
Donor: kasneb
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DIPLOMA EXAMINATIONS
ACCOUNTING TECHNICIANS DIPLOMA (ATD)
EXAMINATION

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/18963
IKORI LOPONGO JONATHAN
Donor: kasneb

ATD - LEVEL II
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ATD/19538
DENNIS KARIUKI WANGECI
Donor: kasneb
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/19339
JACOB JUMA KILONZO
Donor: kasneb
Runner up

ATD - LEVEL I
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ATD/21352
JUSTUS KIMWELE KAIRU
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP (1)
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ATD/20087
DIANA ANDERE LUKOYE
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP (2)
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ATD/17921
RODGERS OUMA ODHIAMBO
Donor: kasneb
PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS LAW
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/21118
ROSELYNE KANYIRI
Donor: kasneb
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMUNICATION
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/21441
JOHN MANANDU KIVINDU
Donor: kasneb
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PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/19191
HENRY KARANJA MWANGI
Donor: kasneb
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/18130
ROBERT KIMELI MISOI
Donor: kasneb
FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCE
ATD/18130
ROBERT KIMELI MISOI
Donor: kasneb

ATD - LEVEL III
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
ATD/16067
DAVID CHOMBA KINYUA
Donor: kasneb
FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
ATD/17182
PERPETUA IMBUHIRA ISENYE
Donor: kasneb

PRIZE WINNERS - MAY 2019

RUNNER UP

DICT - LEVEL I

FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
ATD/16871
SEED SAID ISLAM
Donor: kasneb

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING
DIC/779
BRIAN WANJALA BARASA
Donor: kasneb

PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/11766
JOSEPH CHIKAMAI KULOVA
Donor: kasneb

COMPUTER MATHEMATICS
DIC/741
ATHMAN HASSAN THANY
Donor: kasneb

AUDITING
ATD/15995
REUBEN MURIITHI GITONGA
Donor: kasneb

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS PRACTICAL I
DIC/779
BRIAN WANJALA BARASA
Donor: kasneb

DICT - LEVEL II
BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
ATD LEVEL I
ATD/20801
MARY NDUTA NYAWIRA
Donor: kasneb
ATD LEVEL II
ATD/18130
ROBERT KIMELI MISOI
Donor: kasneb
ATD LEVEL III
ATD/16986
MARY NDINDA NDUNDA
Donor: kasneb

COMPUTER NETWORKING
DIC/695
ALICE BEATRICE ADHIAMBO
Donor: kasneb
INTERNET SKILLS
DIC/772
ROBERT NJERU WAIRIMU
Donor: kasneb
COMPUTER SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE
DIC/715
GEOFREY MUCHEMI MAINA
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY (DICT) EXAMINATION

COMPUTER SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE
DIC/432
ANNITA CHEBET KIRUI
Donor: kasneb
PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS
DIC/666
PETER MURIRA MBUGUA
Donor: kasneb

DICT - LEVEL III
PRINCIPLES OF WEB DEVELOPMENT
DIC/515
ROBERT ONYANGO WAYODI
Donor: kasneb
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FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING
(COMMON PAPER)
DIC/721
JOSEPH WANGONDU KAHURE
Donor: kasneb
INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT SKILLS
DIC/703
KNIGHT LUVUNO KITTI
Donor: kasneb
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS PRACTICAL II
DIC/703
KNIGHT LUVUNO KITTI
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
DICT LEVEL I
DIC/779
BRIAN WANJALA BARASA
Donor: kasneb
DICT LEVEL II
DIC/772
ROBERT NJERU WAIRIMU
Donor: kasneb
DICT LEVEL III
DIC/721
JOSEPH WANGONDU KAHURE
Donor: kasneb

DIPLOMA IN CREDIT MANAGEMENT (DCM)
EXAMINATION
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DCM - LEVEL I
FUNDAMENTALS OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT
DCM/179
JOSHUA LEMAYIAN SAYIANKA
Donor: kasneb

DCM - LEVEL II
CREDIT MANAGEMENT
DCM/4
RACHEL WANJIRU KAMAU
Donor: kasneb
LAW GOVERNING CREDIT PRACTICE
DCM/152
DAVID NGANGA MUNYAMBU
Donor: kasneb

DCM - LEVEL III
MARKETING AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DCM/72
DORCAS JELAGAT KIMARU
Donor: kasneb
PRACTICE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT
DCM/72
DORCAS JELAGAT KIMARU
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
DCM LEVEL I
DCM/179
JOSHUA LEMAYIAN SAYIANKA
Donor: kasneb
DCM LEVEL III
DCM/72
DORCAS JELAGAT KIMARU
Donor: kasneb

PRIZE WINNERS - MAY 2019

PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS (CPA)
EXAMINATION

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
NAC/303993
WENDY MORAA MUTONGI
Donor: MUGO & COMPANY CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

RUNNER UP
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
NAC/298062
JOHN KAHORO MURIITHI
Donor: kasneb
PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/298333
NAMALWA BRIGID CAREN
Donor: PKF KENYA

RUNNER UP (1)

CPA PART I – SECTION 1
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/302595
BELINDA HELMAE OTIENO
Donor: ERNST & YOUNG
BUSINESS LAW
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/284905
PETER KAMURIA MBUGUA
Donor: KINYORI & ASSOCIATES
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMUNICATION
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/307359
EDWIN MAINA MUNYIVA
Donor: KING’ANG’I KAMAU & COMPANY CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

CPA PART I – SECTION 2
ECONOMICS
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/300348
MOSES MARITIM
Donor: WACHIRA IRUNGU & ASSOCIATES

PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/233992
KELVIN NJOROGE NJUGUNA
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
NAC/307194
KENNEDY MULE MUTUKU
Donor: RSM EASTERN AFRICA

RUNNER UP
SECTION 1 ONLY
NAC/307700
PRISCA AKINYI RAWAGO
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 2 ONLY
NAC/303993
WENDY MORAA MUTONGI
Donor: RSM EASTERN AFRICA
SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
NAC/307194
KENNEDY MULE MUTUKU
Donor: RSM EASTERN AFRICA
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CPA PART II – SECTION 3
COMPANY LAW
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/297381
WINNIE WANJIRU NJENGA
Donor: KPMG KENYA
FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/277748
FLORENCE AWUOR AKENDO
Donor: PRICEWATERHOUSE COOPERS CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

CPA PART II – SECTION 4
AUDITING AND ASSURANCE
NAC/279068
JARED TIROP TENAI
Donor: CARR STANYER GITAU & COMPANY
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/277469
IRENE WANJIRU WAMBUGU
Donor: MHASIBU SACCO LIMITED

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
NAC/297381
WINNIE WANJIRU NJENGA
Donor: MAZARS CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS (KENYA)
SECTION 4 ONLY
NAC/277487
KENNEDY GITONGA KARANJA
Donor: H. W. GICHOHI & COMPANY
SECTIONS 3 AND 4 (COMBINED)
NAC/297381
WINNIE WANJIRU NJENGA
Donor: MBAYA & ASSOCIATES

CPA PART III – SECTION 5
STRATEGY, GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/288415
HANNAH WANJIKU KAREGWA
Donor: KPMG KENYA
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ADVANCED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
NAC/204749
HARRISON NJORA MWANGI
Donor: KPMG KENYA
ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
NAC/248190
EUNICE CHEMTAI MUNYUNY
Donor: DELOITTE & TOUCHE

CPA PART III – SECTION 6
ADVANCED PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
NAC/95146
MUKTAR SAID BURO
Donor: PKF KENYA
ADVANCED AUDITING AND ASSURANCE
NAC/269364
JANE NJOKI NJUGUNA
Donor: MR. DANIEL M. NDONYE
ADVANCED FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/248600
SOPHIA NYAWIRA MACHARIA
Donor: ERNST & YOUNG

RUNNER UP
ADVANCED FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/269364
JANE NJOKI NJUGUNA
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 5 ONLY
NAC/248190
EUNICE CHEMTAI MUNYUNY
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS OF KENYA (ICPAK)
SECTION 6 ONLY
NAC/95146
MUKTAR SAID BURO
Donor: FIDELITY INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
SECTIONS 5 AND 6 (COMBINED)
NAC/95146
MUKTAR SAID BURO
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS OF KENYA (ICPAK)

PRIZE WINNERS - MAY 2019

BEST LADY GRADUATE
NAC/297224
LOUISA BONARERI NYANDIEKA
Donor: ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS
OF KENYA (AWAK)

CERTIFIED SECRETARIES (CS) EXAMINATION

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
NSC/309321
CHEROTICH BABRA TERER
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED SECRETARIES
(ICS)
SECTION 2 ONLY
NSC/298202
MARION WAMUYU TATUA
Donor: kasneb
SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
NSC/309918
CARREN CHEPKEMOI LANGAT
Donor: kasneb

CS PART II – SECTION 3
COMPANY LAW
(CS ONLY)
NSC/278106
LINA AYAKO
Donor: AFRICA REGISTRARS CERTIFIED PUBLIC
SECRETARIES

CS PART I – SECTION 1
ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
NSC/309918
CARREN CHEPKEMOI LANGAT
Donor: PARKER RANDALL
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
NSC/306290
TERESIAH NDENE GATIKU
Donor: VISION INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONALS

RUNNER UP
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
NSC/308272
MERCY CHEMUTAI
Donor: kasneb

CS PART I – SECTION 2
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING
(Common paper)
NSC/311260
STEPHEN NGALLAH MBOTIAH
Donor: KINYORI & ASSOCIATES

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(COMMON PAPER)
NSC/300946
WILLIAM MOMANYI KEGICHA
Donor: KIGO NJENGA & COMPANY CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS (KENYA)
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MANAGEMENT
NSC/301992
ZACHARIA NYARIBO RATEMO
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES

CS PART II – SECTION 4
CORPORATE SECRETARIAL PRACTICE
NSC/273035
KIPNGÉTICH VINCENT SIELE
Donor: NGURU MUREGI & ASSOCIATES
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(COMMON PAPER)
NSC/180852
ISAAC WANYONYI WEKESA
Donor: DELOITTE & TOUCHE
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RUNNER UP

CS PART III – SECTION 6

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(COMMON PAPER)
NSC/297960
JULIE MWENDE MWANIKI
Donor: kasneb

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
NSC/268866
DALMAS MASILA MWIKALI
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES

LAW AND PROCEDURE OF MEETINGS
NSC/281903
VALENTINE AKINYI OTIENO
Donor: QUANTUM REGISTRARS

PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
NSC/282664
MOFFAT ODHIAMBO AYODO
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES

RUNNER UP
BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
NSC/300946
WILLIAM MOMANYI KEGICHA
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 4 ONLY
NSC/180852
ISAAC WANYONYI WEKESA
Donor: kasneb
SECTIONS 3 AND 4 (COMBINED)
NSC/259059
EINADINE MUMJI SINYO
Donor: kasneb

CS PART III – SECTION 5
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
NSC/278573
JULIET WANGUI KARARI
Donor: SAVANNA & ASSOCIATES

RUNNER UP
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
NSC/275307
SARAH MUTHEU MUTUNE
Donor: kasneb
FINANCIAL MARKETS LAW
NSC/269944
FLORA LYDIA MANYASA
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES
GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
NSC/305346
DUNCAN WECHULI SIFUNAH
Donor: KKCO EAST AFRICA
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PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
NSC/194733
ROSE ONYANGO OMONDI
Donor: kasneb
GOVERNANCE AND SECRETARIAL AUDIT
NSC/291878
AMOS GITAU NJUGUNA
Donor: H.W. GICHOHI & COMPANY

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 5 ONLY
NSC/305346
DUNCAN WECHULI SIFUNAH
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED SECRETARIES
(ICS)
SECTION 6 ONLY
NSC/291878
AMOS GITAU NJUGUNA
Donor: AXIS KENYA
SECTIONS 5 AND 6 (COMBINED)
NSC/288596
NYAMBURA NJANI
Donor: kasneb
BEST LADY GRADUATE
NSC/288596
NYAMBURA NJANI
Donor: kasneb

PRIZE WINNERS - MAY 2019

CERTIFIED INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGISTS (CICT) EXAMINATION

SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
CTP/2064
KELVIN ARUMBA NAFTAL
Donor: kasneb
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
CTP/2896
VINCENT MURITU MAINA
Donor: kasneb

CICT PART II - SECTION 4
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
CTP/2064
KELVIN ARUMBA NAFTAL
Donor: kasneb

CICT PART I - SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING
CTP/3230
VICTOR OTIENO OWITI
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING
CTP/3229
BRAMWEL NYONGESA WANYONYI
Donor: kasneb
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS – PRACTICAL
CTP/3136
NOEL PSINON CHELELE
Donor: kasneb

CICT PART I - SECTION 2
BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
CTP/3239
NTWARI EUGENE KWIZERA
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 2 ONLY
CTP/3190
ROBERT KANGÉTHE WAMBUI

CICT PART II - SECTION 3

WEB DESIGN AND E-COMMERCE
CTP/3132
DENNIS MUTUMA MARANGU
Donor: kasneb
DATA COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTER NETWORKS –
PRACTICAL
CTP/3162
VICTOR NYALE KALAMA
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
CTP/3210
LILIAN MUTENDE MBALUKA
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 4 ONLY
CTP/3162
VICTOR NYALE KALAMA
Donor: kasneb

CICT PART III - SECTION 5
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
CTP/2917
ALEX KIPROTICH
Donor: kasneb
MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
CTP/2466
STEVEN GACHAHI KIRATU
Donor: Kasneb

DATABASE SYSTEMS
CTP/3135
OBAGA MARK NYAGAKA
Donor: kasneb
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CICT PART III – SECTION 6
SYSTEMS SECURITY
CTP/3016
GEORGE KARIUKI NGUGI
Donor: kasneb

CERTIFIED INVESTMENT AND FINANCIAL
ANALYSTS (CIFA) EXAMINATION

INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CTP/3016
GEORGE KARIUKI NGUGI
Donor: kasneb
RESEARCH METHODS
CTP/2071
DANIEL KIPRONO MARITIM
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 5 ONLY
CTP/2917
ALEX KIPROTICH
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP
SECTION 5 ONLY
CTP/3050
SAMWEL OTIENO OUMA
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 6 ONLY
CTP/3016
GEORGE KARIUKI NGUGI
Donor: kasneb
SECTIONS 5 AND 6 (COMBINED)
CTP/3016
GEORGE KARIUKI NGUGI
Donor: kasneb
ICT PROJECT
CTP/2561
KEN MURIITHI MATHENGE
Donor: kasneb

CIFA PART I – SECTION 1
FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS
ISP/7979
GRACE MOENDE KIVUTI
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

CIFA PART I – SECTION 2
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS
ISP/7963
VICTOR MWANGI KOGI
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

RUNNER UP (2)
PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
(COMMON PAPER)
ISP/8105
KIPRUTO HILLARY
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
ISP/8078
PETER MUTUNGA NDUE
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 2 ONLY
ISP/7914
JOSEPH KILONZO MWANZIA
Donor: kasneb
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SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
ISP/7914
JOSEPH KILONZO MWANZIA
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)

SECTIONS 3 AND 4 (COMBINED)
ISP/5220
TONY MURIITHI MUCHIRI
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)

RUNNER UP

CIFA PART III – SECTION 5

SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
ISP/8078
PETER MUTUNGA NDUE
Donor: kasneb

FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/7603
GERTRUDE CHEROTICH
Donor: kasneb

CIFA PART II – SECTION 3

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/7603
GERTRUDE CHEROTICH
Donor: DR. JONAH K. AIYABEI

REGULATION OF FINANCIAL MARKETS
ISP/5143
EUNICE NYAMBURA WACHIRA
Donor: kasneb

CIFA PART III – SECTION 6

CORPORATE FINANCE
ISP/5143
EUNICE NYAMBURA WACHIRA
Donor: kasneb

ADVANCED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
ISP/4201
BENEDICTA KYOBENDA KAMAZIMA
Donor: DR. GEORGE O. WAKAH

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/6529
ELPHINE KERUBO NYAKUNDI
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ISP/6485
LINDA AIKA MATOWO
Donor: kasneb

CIFA PART II – SECTION 4

DERIVATIVES ANALYSIS
ISP/5827
ELIZABETH KALII MWANIA
Donor: kasneb

EQUITY INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/7915
DERRICK NJOROGE MWANGI
Donor: kasneb
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
ISP/5143
EUNICE NYAMBURA WACHIRA
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
ISP/5143
EUNICE NYAMBURA WACHIRA
Donor: STAR COLLEGE

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 5 ONLY
ISP/5703
LYNN WAMBUI MWANGI
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)
SECTION 6 ONLY
ISP/5827
ELIZABETH KALII MWANIA
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)

SECTION 4 ONLY
ISP/7785
CLINTON MUGISA AYUYA
Donor: STAR COLLEGE
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CERTIFIED CREDIT PROFESSIONALS (CCP)
EXAMINATION

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
CCP/2308
STEPHEN MWATHA KIARIE
Donor: kasneb

CCP PART III – SECTION 5
BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE
CCP/2544
EMMANUEL NGARUIYA WANYOIKE
Donor: kasneb
CREDIT MANAGEMENT IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR
CCP/2536
ONESMUS MATIVO KYELE
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT (ICM)

CCP PART III – SECTION 6
CCP PART I – SECTION 1
CREDIT MANAGEMENT
CCP/2559
EDITH CHEPKORIR
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT (ICM)

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
CCP/2604
ROBINSON OCHIENG DWASI
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 2 ONLY
CCP/2570
KENNETH MURIUKI MAINA
Donor: kasneb

CCP PART II – SECTION 3
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
CCP/2580
SAMUEL MASILA MUTUA
Donor: kasneb

CCP PART II – SECTION 4
LAW GOVERNING CREDIT PRACTICE
CCP/2580
SAMUEL MASILA MUTUA
Donor: kasneb
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DEBT RECOVERY
CCP/2536
ONESMUS MATIVO KYELE
Donor: kasneb
CORPORATE LENDING
CCP/2437
PETER MUIGA GITHINJI
Donor: kasneb
CREDIT PRACTICE
CCP/2536
ONESMUS MATIVO KYELE
Donor: kasneb

RUNNER UP
CREDIT PRACTICE
CCP/2286
ZIPPORAH WAIRIMU WAMBUGU
Donor: kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 5 ONLY
CCP/2402
PETER M. GITAU
Donor: kasneb
SECTION 6 ONLY
CCP/2536
ONESMUS MATIVO KYELE
Donor: kasneb

PRIZE WINNERS - NOV 2019

NOVEMBER 2019 SITTING
A. CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING AND
MANAGEMENT SKILLS (CAMS) EXAMINATION

Certificate in
Accounting and
Management Skills

CAMS
EXAMINATION
SYLLABUS

ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
CAM/410
LENITY MAKENA MUTHOMI
Donor: Kasneb
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
CAM/165
VINCENT OCHIENG OUMA
Donor: Kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
CAMS LEVEL I
CAM/641
ALI ABDIKADIR HODA
Donor: Kasneb
CAMS LEVEL II
CAM/304
JANERICA MUTHONI MUCHIRI
Donor: Kasneb

CAMS – LEVEL I
PRINCIPLES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
CAM/452
JACKLINE KARITHI MARIGU
Donor: Kasneb

ACCOUNTING TECHNICIANS DIPLOMA (ATD)
EXAMINATION

INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND ETHICS
CAM/276
ABDURAHIM HAMADI IDD
Donor: Kasneb
FUNDAMENTAL ICT SKILLS
CAM/596
SYLVIA MILOYO ALUMASA
Donor: Kasneb
FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
CAM/661
ROSEMARY NJERI NJAMBI
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

CAMS LEVEL II
FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
CAM/304
JANERICAH MUTHONI MUCHIRI
Donor: Kasneb

ATD – LEVEL I
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ATD/20408
WALID MOHAMMED KASSIM
Donor: Kasneb
PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS LAW (COMMON PAPER)
ATD/21540
TITUS MUTHOMI
Donor: Kasneb
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RUNNER UP
PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS LAW (COMMON PAPER)
ATD/22054
TERESIAH NYAMBURA NGANGA
Donor: Kasneb
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMUNICATION (COMMON
PAPER)
ATD/22020
JANE MUGURE NJAU
Donor: Kasneb

RUNNER UP
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMUNICATION
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/18732
AMRAPHEL MWANDEMBO
Donor: MWANYUME
KASNEB

RUNNER UP
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMUNICATION
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/22635
JANE KIRIGO MUTHONI
Donor: Kasneb
INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/21820
YVONNE ANYANGO OKOTH
Donor: Kasneb
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FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCE
ATD/20501
EDWIN MBUGUA WAMBUI
Donor: Kasneb

ATD – LEVEL III
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
ATD/19036
EDWIN MABEYA OGENDI
Donor: Kasneb

RUNNER UP
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
ATD/19486
BARASA WAFULA FRANK
Donor: Kasneb
FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
ATD/19538
DENNIS KARIUKI WANGECI
Donor: Kasneb
PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/19191
HENRY KARANJA MWANGI
Donor: Kasneb
AUDITING
ATD 16382
MERCELINE AMBETSA WELEMONDI
Donor: Kasneb

ATD – LEVEL II

BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ATD/20120
LEAH WAITHERA MWANGI
Donor: Kasneb

ATD LEVEL I
ATD/21820
YVONNE ANYANGO OKOTH
Donor: Kasneb

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT (COMMON PAPER)
ATD/18306
ANNE NELLY NJERI NDUNG’U
Donor: Kasneb

ATD LEVEL II
ATD/18323
MICHAEL SANKUYA PARSALOI
Donor: Kasneb

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
(COMMON PAPER)
ATD/18328
PAUL MACHARIA NJERI
Donor: Kasneb

ATD LEVEL III
ATD/19036
EDWIN MABEYA OGENDI
Donor: Kasneb
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DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY (DICT) EXAMINATION

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS PRACTICAL II
DIC/772
ROBERT NJERU WAIRIMU
Donor: Kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
DICT LEVEL II
DIC 728
ALLAN KIPKOECH
Donor: Kasneb
DICT LEVEL III
DIC/772
ROBERT NJERU WAIRIMU
Donor: Kasneb

DICT – LEVEL II
COMPUTER NETWORKING
DIC/728
ALLAN KIPKOECH
Donor: Kasneb

DIPLOMA IN CREDIT MANAGEMENT (DCM)
EXAMINATION

INTERNET SKILLS
DIC/749
CALVIN ODUOR OMONDI
Donor: Kasneb
PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS
DIC/728
ALLAN KIPKOECH
Donor: Kasneb

DICT – LEVEL III

DCM - LEVEL I

PRINCIPLES OF WEB DEVELOPMENT
DIC/713
HAMISI NAROSO
Donor: Kasneb

FUNDAMENTALS OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT
DCM/192
CLINTON HAJJ SHOLEI
Donor: Kasneb

FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING
(COMMON PAPER)
DIC/772
ROBERT NJERU WAIRIMU
Donor: Kasneb
INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT SKILLS
DIC/713
HAMISI NAROSO
Donor: Kasneb

DCM – LEVEL II
CREDIT MANAGEMENT
DCM/179
JOSHUA LEMAYIAN SAYIANKA
Donor: Kasneb
LAW GOVERNING CREDIT PRACTICE
DCM/165
METRYNE MONYANI INDECHE
Donor: Kasneb
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BEST OVERALL IN A LEVEL
DCM LEVEL I
DCM/192
CLINTON HAJJ SHOLEI
Donor: Kasneb
DCM LEVEL II
DCM/179
JOSHUA LEMAYIAN SAYIANKA
Donor: Kasneb
DCM LEVEL III
DCM/37
ALPHINES ANYANGO JUMA
Donor: Kasneb

PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS (CPA)
EXAMINATION

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND COMMUNICATION
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/312981
GLORIA KEMUNTO OBARE
Donor: KING’ANG’I KAMAU & COMPANY CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

CPA PART I – SECTION 2
ECONOMICS
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/313218
BEN OPIYO
Donor: WACHIRA IRUNGU & ASSOCIATES
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
NAC/306298
DICKSON SYENGO MUTEMI
Donor: MUGO & COMPANY CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS
PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/314605
SALOME KANENE MUTIA
Donor: PKF KENYA

BEST OV ERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
NAC/227894
KENNEDY OCHIENG ANYANGO
Donor: RSM EASTERN AFRICA
SECTION 2 ONLY
NAC/233823
MONICA MUTHONI MUYA
Donor: RSM EASTERN AFRICA

CPA PART I – SECTION 1
BUSINESS LAW
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/227894
KENNEDY OCHIENG ANYANGO
Donor: KINYORI & ASSOCIATES

SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
NAC/312944
DAVID KARURI MBUGUA
Donor: RSM EASTERN AFRICA

RUNNER UP

COMPANY LAW
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/312233
JOSEPH MULI NDAMBUKI
Donor: KPMG

BUSINESS LAW
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/321026
VERONICA KAMALWA MWENDWA
Donor: Kasneb
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/269788
NAOM BARONGO
Donor: KIGO NJENGA & COMPANY CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS (KENYA)
FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/207130
LYDIA MUGURE MWANIKI
Donor: PRICEWATERHOUSE COOPERS CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS

RUNNER UP
FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/208543
YABESH OMBWORI KONGO
Donor: Kasneb

RUNNER UP
FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/201274
CAROLYNE CHELAGAT
Donor: Kasneb

SECTION 4 ONLY
NAC/230263
PURITY JEBET BIRECH
Donor: H. W. GICHOHI & COMPANY
SECTIONS 3 AND 4 (COMBINED)
NAC/208543
YABESH OMBWORI KONGO
Donor: MBAYA & ASSOCIATES

CPA PART III – SECTION 5
STRATEGY, GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/294302
ERICK ONDITI OCHONJO
Donor: KPMG KENYA
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
NAC/165099
ZACHARY ONYANGO ODIYO
Donor: KPMG KENYA
ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
NAC/182427
ZEDDY HEBUNGEI MAGUT
Donor: DELOITTE &TOUCHE

CPA PART II – SECTION 4
AUDITING AND ASSURANCE
NAC/301822
LIZZIE WARUGURU NJOROGE
Donor: CARRSTANYER GITAU & COMPANY
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (COMMON PAPER)
NAC/297049
MARXMILLAN BRUCE KUKUBO
Donor: DELOITTE &TOUCHE
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
(COMMON PAPER)
NAC/294203
KEVIN OMONDI ONYANGO
Donor: MHASIBU SACCO LIMITED

CPA PART III – SECTION 6
ADVANCED PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION
NAC/160817
NOVAH KEMUNTO MOKUA
Donor: PKF KENYA
ADVANCED AUDITING AND ASSURANCE
NAC/278276
CYNTHIA MACHUKA KERUBO
Donor: MR. DANIEL M. NDONYE
ADVANCED FINANCIAL REPORTING
NAC/276167
NELLY AGIE ONYANGO
Donor: ERNST & YOUNG

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)

SECTION 3 ONLY
NAC/207130
LYDIA MUGURE MWANIKI
Donor: MAZARS CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS (KENYA)

SECTION 5 ONLY
NAC/280496
CAROLYNE MUTHEU MAUNDU
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS OF
KENYA (ICPAK)
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SECTION 6 ONLY
NAC/300381
MOISE MURWANASHYAKA
Donor: FIDELITY INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
SECTIONS 5 AND 6 (COMBINED)
NAC/297381
WINNIE WANJIRU NJENGA
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS OF
KENYA (ICPAK)

CERTIFIED SECRETARIES (CS) EXAMINATION

KENYA (ICPSK)
SECTION 2 ONLY
NSC/310235
ELECTINE ACHIENG MULAKU
Donor: Kasneb
SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
NSC/312731
ALICE WANGARI NJUGUNA
Donor: Kasneb

CS PART II – SECTION 3
COMPANY LAW
(CS ONLY)
NSC/249994
ANNETTE AMONDI ONYANGO
Donor: AFRICA REGISTRARS CERTIFIED PUBLIC
SECRETARIES
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (COMMON PAPER)
NSC/290935
FANUEL KAKAI NGOME
Donor: KIGO NJENGA & COMPANY CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS (KENYA)

CS PART I – SECTION 1
ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
NSC/303042
AMUKU CHARLES OBENE
Donor: PARKER RANDALL
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
NSC/313253
CHRISTOPHER OGOLA ODERO
Donor: VISION INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONALS

CS PART I – SECTION 2
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING (COMMON PAPER)
NSC/310203
IBRAHIM IBRAHIM ABDIHAKIM
Donor: KINYORI & ASSOCIATES

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
NSC/303042
AMUKU CHARLES OBENE
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC SECRETARIES OF
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MANAGEMENT
NSC/304967
JANET WANJIRU KIBOI
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES

CS PART II – SECTION 4
CORPORATE SECRETARIAL PRACTICE
NSC/314299
JORAM MWANGI THUITA
Donor: NGURU MUREGI & ASSOCIATES
LAW AND PROCEDURE OF MEETINGS
NSC/262534
SUSAN WANJIRU NDUNG’U
Donor: QUANTUM REGISTRARS

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
NSC/249994
ANNETTE AMONDI ONYANGO
Donor: Kasneb
SECTION 4 ONLY
NSC/256110
MAUREEN WANGECHI MUGO
Donor: Kasneb

PRIZE WINNERS - NOV 2019

SECTIONS 3 AND 4 (COMBINED)
NSC/279547
DIANA NDUKU MUTUNGA
Donor: Kasneb

SECTIONS 5 AND 6 (COMBINED)
NSC/180852
ISAAC WANYONYI WEKESA
Donor: Kasneb

CS PART III – SECTION 5

BEST LADY GRADUATE
NSC/268313
MERCY CHEPKEMEI BOIT
Donor: Kasneb

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
NSC/180852
ISAAC WANYONYI WEKESA
Donor: SAVANNA & ASSOCIATES
FINANCIAL MARKETS LAW (COMMON PAPER)
NSC/165658
EVELYN WANJIRU GACHANJAH
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES

CERTIFIED INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY (CICT) EXAMINATION

GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
NSC/315744
LORNA GATHIGIA MBATIA
Donor: KKCO EAST AFRICA

CS PART III – SECTION 6
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
NSC/290812
ROBERT ROTICH
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES
PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
NSC/298336
DENNIS MBURU KAMAU
Donor: SCRIBE SERVICES
GOVERNANCE AND SECRETARIAL AUDIT
NSC/198244
JAMES MURIITHI NJOGU
Donor: H. W. GICHOHI & COMPANY

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 5 ONLY
NSC/301992
ZACHARIA NYARIBO RATEMO
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC SECRETARIES OF
KENYA (ICPSK)
SECTION 6 ONLY
NSC/268313
MERCY CHEPKEMEI BOIT
Donor: AXIS KENYA

CICT PART I – SECTION 2
OPERATING SYSTEMS - PRACTICAL
CTP/3136
NOEL PSINON CHELELE
Donor: Kasneb

CICT PART II – SECTION 3
DATABASE SYSTEMS
CTP/3209
ZACKARY WAWERU KIBATHI
Donor: Kasneb
SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
CTP/3209
ZACKARY WAWERU KIBATHI
Donor: Kasneb
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
CTP/3209
ZACHARY WAWERU KIBATHI
Donor: Kasneb
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CICT PART II – SECTION 4

CICT PART III – SECTION 5

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
CTP/2834
VIOLAH JEPKEMBOI KEMBOI
Donor: Kasneb

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
CTP/2064
KELVIN ARUMBA NAFTAL
Donor: Kasneb

WEB DESIGN AND E-COMMERCE
CTP/3111
SIMON WACHIRA WAIRIMU
Donor: Kasneb

MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
CTP/2805
ALEX BUSAKA OVEY
Donor: Kasneb

DATA COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTER NETWORKS PRACTICAL
CTP/907
SHADRACK MONARI NYASING’A
Donor: Kasneb

CICT PART III – SECTION 6

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)

INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CTP/3050
SAMWEL OTIENO OUMA
Donor: Kasneb

SECTION 3 ONLY
CTP/3209
ZACKARY WAWERU KIBATHI
Donor: Kasneb

SYSTEMS SECURITY
CTP/3162
VICTOR NYALE KALAMA
Donor: Kasneb

RESEARCH METHODS
CTP/1890
BRIAN MUTORO
Donor: NGAIRA

SECTION 4 ONLY
CTP/3111
SIMON WACHIRA WAIRIMU
Donor: Kasneb

KASNEB

Want to become
a corporate secretary?
kasneb’s CS qualification is the answer!

Certified Secretaries (CS) Examination;
for persons who wish to qualify and work or
practice as corporate secretaries, policy
formulators and consultants in governance,
compliance, administration at county and
national levels, business management
and related areas in both public and
private sectors.
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BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)

SECTION 5 ONLY
CTP/2064
KELVIN ARUMBA NAFTAL
Donor: Kasneb

SECTION 1 ONLY
ISP/8368
SAMWEL MACHARIA KARANJA
Donor: Kasneb

SECTION 6 ONLY
CTP/1890
BRIAN MUTORO NGAIRA
Donor: Kasneb
ICT PROJECT
CTP/2066
MOSES KARITHI KUBAI
Donor: Kasneb

CERTIFIED INVESTMENT AND FINANCIAL
ANALYSTS (CIFA) EXAMINATION

RUNNER UP
SECTION 1 ONLY
ISP/8558
ESTHER NYAGUTHI NDEGWA
Donor: Kasneb
SECTION 2 ONLY
ISP/8079
ROSEMARY NYAMBURA NJAU
Donor: Kasneb
SECTIONS 1 AND 2 (COMBINED)
ISP/8368
SAMWEL MACHARIA KARANJA
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT AND
FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)

CIFA PART II – SECTION 3
REGULATION OF FINANCIAL MARKETS
ISP/7915
DERRICK NJOROGE MWANGI
Donor: Kasneb
CORPORATE FINANCE
ISP/4191
EVANS MWANGANGI MANGOLE
Donor: Kasneb

CIFA PART I – SECTION 1
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (COMMON PAPER)
ISP/6197
VICTORIA MUTHONI NGUNJIRI
Donor: ERNST & YOUNG
FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS
ISP/8449
CAREN AKINYI AGUNYO
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

CIFA PART I – SECTION 2
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS
ISP/8331
GLORY KAGURI KOBIA
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/7965
NAOMI WAKARINDI KIHARA
Donor: JM ASSOCIATES

CIFA PART II – SECTION 4
EQUITY INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/7454
MARITIM REUBEN KIPKORIR
Donor: Kasneb
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
ISP/7734
JACKTONE FINN ODHIAMBO ODOYO
Donor: Kasneb
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BEST IN A LEVEL
SECTION 3 ONLY
ISP/8078
PETER MUTUNGA NDUE
Donor: STAR COLLEGE

SECTION 6 ONLY
ISP/7603
GERTRUDE CHEROTICH
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)

SECTION 4 ONLY
ISP/8078
PETER MUTUNGA NDUE
Donor: STAR COLLEGE

BEST LADY GRADUATE
ISP/7603
GERTRUDE CHEROTICH
Donor: STAR COLLEGE

SECTIONS 3 AND 4
(COMBINED)
ISP/8078
PETER MUTUNGA NDUE
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)

CIFA PART III – SECTION 5
FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/7640
PAULINE WANYAGA KIVUTI
Donor: Kasneb

CERTIFIED CREDIT PROFESSIONAL (CCP)
EXAMINATION

Certified Credit
Professionals

CCP

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
ISP/5902
BILL MUNYAO MUSAU
Donor: DR. JONAH K. AIYABEI

CIFA PART III – SECTION 6
ADVANCED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
ISP/6077
JAMES NYAMBARIGA OGETO
Donor: DR. GEORGE O. WAKAH
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ISP/7829
JOSEPH NDERITU
Donor: Kasneb
DERIVATIVES ANALYSIS
ISP/7603
GERTRUDE CHEROTICH
Donor: Kasneb
SECTION 5 ONLY
ISP/5220
TONY MURIITHI MUCHIRI
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED INVESTMENT
AND FINANCIAL ANALYSTS (ICIFA)
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CCP PART I – SECTION 1
CREDIT MANAGEMENT
CCP/2582
JOEL KIPCHUMBA CHIRCHIR
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT(ICM)

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 1 ONLY
CCP/2614
JOYCE LYNAH AYUMA
Donor: Kasneb

CCP PART II – SECTION 3
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
CCP/1801
ANN KASWI MULI
Donor: Kasneb

PRIZE WINNERS - NOV 2019

CCP PART II – SECTION 4
LAW GOVERNING CREDIT PRACTICE
CCP/2308
STEPHEN MWATHA KIARIE
Donor: Kasneb

CREDIT MANAGEMENT IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR
CCP/2580
SAMUEL MASILA MUTUA
Donor: INSTITUTE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT (ICM)

CCP PART III – SECTION 6
RUNNER UP
LAW GOVERNING CREDIT PRACTICE
CCP/2583
WILLIAM MORRIS KEAH
Donor: Kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S)
SECTION 3 ONLY
CCP/2559
EDITH CHEPKORIR
Donor: Kasneb
SECTION 4 ONLY
CCP/2366
STEPHEN MWATHA KIARIE
Donor: Kasneb
SECTIONS 3 AND 4 (COMBINED)
CCP/2197
JACQUELINE NYAWIRA MURAGE
Donor: Kasneb

CCP PART III – SECTION 5
BANKING LAW AND PRACTICE
CCP/2479
EDNAH NYANCHERA ABUYA
Donor: Kasneb

DEBT RECOVERY
CCP/2314
EUNICE ACHIENG OKOTH
Donor: Kasneb
CORPORATE LENDING
CCP/2491
CHARLES KIPKIRUI SIELE
Donor: Kasneb
CREDIT PRACTICE
CCP/2314
EUNICE ACHIENG OKOTH
Donor: Kasneb

BEST OVERALL IN SECTION (S
SECTION 5 ONLY
CCP/1342
JANET JEPCHIRCHIR KIMUTAI
Donor: Kasneb
SECTION 6 ONLY
CCP/2314
EUNICE ACHIENG OKOTH
Donor: Kasneb

Want to become an
employable credit analyst?
kasneb’s CCP certificate is the answer!
Certified Credit Professionals (CCP) Examination; for
persons who wish to qualify and work or practice
in various fields of credit management including
credit analysis, debt management and recovery,
corporate lending and related areas in both
formal and informal sectors
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BOOK YOUR ADVERTISEMENT SPACE NOW!
Contact the Publications Unit through:
P.O. Box 41362 - 00100 Nairobi
Tel: 254(020) 4923000
Cellphone: 0722-201214/0734-600624
E-mail: publications@kasneb.or.ke or marketing@kasneb.or.ke

I WILL BE ABLE TO
WORK IN ANY FINACIAL
CAPITAL IN THE
WORLD.....

.....BECAUSE kasneb
OFFERS QUALIFICATIONS
ALIGNED WITH INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS

Before you enroll,
ensure the college
is accredited by
kasneb

